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ABSTRACT

The purpose Oflhisthesis is to create a case for the concern that aspects of

community important to education are mininS from or not realisable in distance education

environments. First, I establish the existence of such a concern and outline the case thai

will be made for it. Community is defined. Then. I begin making the case for communities

as being important to education. particularly, communities ofdiscourse. Communities are

important to education. because. in short. communities of discourse are the ends and

means of education. I illustrate a ...·ariety of these ends and means through descriptions of

three educational discourse communities. J then discuss distance education environments

in terms oftheir effects on the expression of and need for educational discourse. Distance

education environments that affect educational discourse affect educational discourse

.communities. because the fonn that discourse lakes is constitutive of discourse

communities. Finally. I discuss the hypothesised effects of distance education

environments on educational discourse. and discuss what. ifany. of these hypothesised

effects should mailer 10 educators. I end with a brief analysis of the philosophical and

practical ramifications of this discussion and some suggestions for further study
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Chaptet" One: Introduction

The purpose of this thesis is to create a case for the concern that aspects of

community imponant to education are missing from or unrealisable in distance education

environments. This introductory chapter will establish the existence of such a concern and

the requirements for its justification. and will outline the case that will be made for it.

In many editions of Memorial University's slUdt'nt newspapers. there is at least one

a"ide on technology and education (Gray. 1997: Luff. 1996; Muzychka & Frampton.

1997; Tipple, 1997). These anicles. and many others. describe an undeniable trend in

education toward distance delivery. and its attendant influence on accessibility to learning.

decentralisation of teaching. and increasing learner responsibility. Many students.

educators, and politicians view enthusiastically distance delivery as '·a way of reforming

institutions" (Johnson. 1996. p. 14). and of developing. infrastructures that will enable

schools to take advantage of the technological em-ironment

However. with this plethora of endorsement comes at least as much voiced

concern that something of educational value is missing in these distance education

environments that exploit computer technology as a way oflinking teachers and students

The concerns range from scepticism over the ability of distance education environments to

realise the purpose and objectives of education; to questions ofthc educational role of

technology and our relationship to realily. each other. and to community

Educators have voiced concern about the ability of distance education



environmentS to realise the purpose and objectives of education. Blumenstyk: (1996)

believes that unmediau~d "shared human spaces. . arc essential and cannot be

compromised. . without rendering the education unaccCJItablc" (p. A20). Ogdcn claims

simply that "technology and teaching do not go together" (Lougheed. 1996. p. 40). And.

Brand (1995) writes ofUthe wise use oftcchnology" and the virtual univcrsity. and argucs

thai

Ihc leaming lhat happens in thc course of a collegc education goes beyond

classroom knowledgc to confer qualilies and anitudes that arc best acquired in a

climatc of shared enlelllrisc. Campus.bascd higher cducation. as compared 10

distance learning. offcrs a rich matri;l( from which the student can gain broad

outlooks. wcll-formulatcd lifc goals. an appreciation for thc ans. and a recognition

that cducation is a lifelong process. (p. 41)

Educators havc also voiced concern about Ihc role of technology and our

relationship 10 reality. McKibben rcflects on Ihe differcnce between Ihe vinual reality of

the technical world and louching the real world. He claims that wc are living in an age of

missing information becausc ·"'the bulk of human experience is now secondary and indirect

and pre-packaged Ihrough Ihe mcdia" (Canadian Broadcasting Corporation [CBCI. 1995.

p. 7) Substiluling eduC3tionallechnology for thc tcachcr concerns Richard Soherman,

professor of civil engineering at University ofTorOnlO. who observes that often the

computer affects his students' judgements: '''with thc compuler. you lose a cenain amount

of feel forthe magnitude of something" (Gooderham, 1997, p. AS). John Tunle. an



adjunct professor at Atkinson College. questions whether the vinual classroom will ever

replace the traditional classroom. because. among other things. "there;s no subst;tute for

an inspired teacher [in reality]. who can bring the course material to life~(Bourene. 1996.

p.D7).

Another concern expressed by educators is about the role of technology in our

relationships with each other. Postman assens that, among other things. the classroom is

intended to connect the individual 10 others. but thaI "at present. most scenarios

describing the uses of computers have children solving problems alone .. they do not

need the presence ofother children. The presence of others may, indeed. be an annoyance"

(Postman. 1995. p, 45). Johnson (1996) repons that some argue "that a"ending university

and interacting with students and professors in a classroom were experiences that held

their own learning potential and could not be replaced by online course offerings" (p. 15)

Prendergast (1988) believes that material technolob'Y cannot be separattd from social

technology and calls for '"not simply powerful and elegant lechno[ob'Y. but appropriate

technology (that) takes into accounllhe full spectrum of human needs. pa"'ictilar~l·

the higher needs upon whose satisfaction human happiness ultimately depends" (p. 164)

Prendergast's (1988) higher human needs include ''"the need for belong.ingness and

affection., the need for respect and esteem and, finally. the need for self·actualization· (p

163). Stahlman dismisses outright technology as a substitute for social relationships: "We

are by nature social animals to imagine that you could replace a cample." web of social

relationships with clicking bunons on a television screen is lunatic" (CBC, 1995, p_ 3)



Concerns of educators over the role of technology in building our relationships to

reality and to each other have pro,,·oked funher concerns over the role oftechnolo~'y in

fostering conununity. Postman (1995) writes, "you cannot have a democratic - indeed.

civilized - community life unless people have learned how to panicipate in a disciplined

way as pan ofa group" (p. 45). Prendergast (1988) reflects on 'the myth of the machine'

and its detrimental effects on community. He likens scientists and technologists to the

Pharaoh priesthood: "the priesthood now consists of scientists and technologisTS. the

special knowledge is science and technology. and the inhuman purpose is unlimited

material power and productivity in both cases the authentic human good of the

community is slighted;' (Prendergast. 1988, p. 163)

The above concerns for community have not gone unheard. Gooderham ( IQ97)

describes a new project. The Network for the Evaluation of Education and Training

Technologies. aimed to assess whether instructional technologies are conducive to

learning. The project mandate reflects the concern for communit)": at the top of the list Of

"examples of bod technologies" are those that "deslfoy community and collaborative

learning" (Gooderham. 1997. p_ AS). The focus on the relationship in education between

community and technology in this new research project. and the views nOled above

indicate an existing concern that there is a risk that aspects of community imponant to

education are missing from or not realisable in distance education environments

Justification for this concern requires establishing two points: first. that possessing

some aspects of community is intrinsically a desirable educational outcome, or that



possessing some aspects of community is imponant for the realisation of other inlrinsical1y

desirable educational goals: and second. that in either case. distance education

environments are unable to realise the needed aspects of communit)·.

Regarding claim one. what reasons do we have for accepting thai community is a

desirable educational goal or is imponant for the realisalion of other desirable educational

goals? Since lhe promotion of community would affect our educational praclices. it is

crucially imponant that there be good reasons for accepting community as a desirable

educational goal. These reasons must be sought OUt and assessed

Regarding claim two. that distance education environments are unable to realise

imponanl aspects of community. evidence and argument must be sought and assessed. II

must be demonstrated that there is a risk that distance education environments are indeed

unable to realise Ihese aspects of community. It is necessary 10 find what reasons. if an)'.

we have fo.r el(pectin~ that they do not. and in what ways distance education environment~

can be sho"'tI to fall shon of meeting this educational outcome ofcomrnunity

Such an e;ol:ploration of distance education environments and their relation 10

community is imponanl. because its findings could affect directions laken in education

Distance education environments unable to realise the desirable goal of communitv might

be abandoned or supplemenled by education environmenls Ihal could. and dislance

education environments able to realise this goal of community might be sought out and

studied for their effects on other desirable educalional goals

To create a case for the concern that aspects ofcommuniry imponant to education



are missing or unrealisable in distance education environments, the construct "community"

needs to be defined. Chapler Two answers the question: "What is community?". The

answer is outlined in three propositions:

1. Communities have traditions that provide a basis for individual idenrity;

2. Communities have a social structure that: (a) is derived from agreemenl: (b) is
influenced by the kind and quality ofbonds or attachments; and. (c) provides a
basis for individual identity; and.

3. Communities have a lemporal and spatial structure that influence rhe kind and
quality of social Slructures that exist in a community

Chapter Three is guided by the claim thai community is an important educational

oUlcome. or is related to important educational outcomes. In shon. community is

important ro education because community. specifically discourse communily. is an end

and the means of education. Communities of discourse are ends of education. because a

goal of education is the initiation of students into communities of discourse Ihat enshrine

our traditions. Communities of discourse are the means of education because educar;on ;s

conduCled in and made possible by communities of discourse. Three examples of

educational discourse are described to iIIustrale a variety of ends and means that

educational discourse can display. and the varieties of communities that enwe

The fourth chapter is guided by the claim that d;srance education environments are

unable to realise community. Here. I discuss how dislance education environments affect

the expression of and the need for educat;onal discourse. I consider the effects of distance

education environments on the specific requirements and abilities necessary to engage in



educalional discourse. Distance education envkonmems dw affect educational discourse

affect educational discourse communities. because the fonn that discourse takes is

COnstilUlive of discourse communities.

In the fifth and final chapter. I discuss the effects of distance education

en"ironmenlS on educational discourse. and discuss what. if any. ofthese effe<:ts should

maner 10 educators. I end with a brief analysis ofthe philosophical and practical

ramifications of this discussion and some suggestions for funher study



Chapcer Two: What is Community?

This chapter answers the question. '"What is community?" The answer is outlined

in three parts. Community is ch:aBcterised by:

I. Tradition· Communities have traditions that provide a basis for indi,,;dua!
identity;

2. Social StNClure· Communities have a social snueture that: (a) is derived fTom
agreement, (b) is influenced by bonds of kinship and affection.. and (c) provides a
basis for individual identity; and.

3. Temporal and Spatial Structure· Communities have a temporal and spatial
structure that influence the kind and quality of social Slructures thai exist in a
community.

I. Communities have traditions that provide a basis for individual identity.

Tradition is the history of thoughts. feelings and praClices of a group of individuals

as exemplified through such anefaCls as stOl)', song. dance. tCXl. and custom_ T~dition is

passed on as narratives of community existence of which the indi,,;dual is a pan. These

narratives arc adopted by individuals as pan of their own identities. Some individuals do

not reflect critica.lly on tradition and continue 10 adopt narrativC$ of community existence

as first intctprClcd by them as a basis for identity. Others do reflect critically on tradition

and come to acCepl, redefine, or reject it. using it as a catalyst Of basis for a new or

changed identity

A person who docs not refleci critically on tradition accepts tradition intact and on



its face as a basis for individual identity. For example, an adult raised as an infant and child

in a strong religious tradilion may not reflect critically on the tradition as a guide for bein,g

and doing. When questioned, a rote answer, such as, ~The scripture says it is so:' reveals

an uncritical faith. Rote answers, thoughts. feelings. practices. and beliefs mark an

uncritical acceptance of a tradition as a basis for individual identity. The thoughts. feelin,gs.

practices, and beliefs of those gone before are adopted uncritically as the individual's own.

and constitute the individual's identity. For the uncritical person, looking to tradition

answers not only the question, "Where did I come from?". but also the questions. "Who

am I now?" and "What am I to be?".

A person who does reflect critically on tradition.. comes to accept. redefine. or

reject it as a basis for individual identity. Even if tradition is redefined or rejccted. it still

.provides a basis for identity because it is the object of redefinition or rejection. and the

point of reference from which the individual creates her own identity. Consider an example

whereby a group rejected and then redefined their tradition as a basis for identity. In 1949.

Inuit Elders in Nonhern labrador voted to reject the traditional Inuit language as the

language of instruction and to replace it with English. believing a tradition in English

language and culture would provide a basis for an identity that would make them more

capable individuals in modem society (Borlase. 1993). During the nen three decades. as

lnulctitut slowly disappeared. concern was expressed over English language and culture

replacing traditional Inuit language and values. This concern was addressed at the

labrador Inuit Education Conference (Labrador Inuit Association [L1A). 1977), where
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the tradition in education over the previous 28 years was redefined 10 include both English

and Inulctitut. Inuktitut was reintroduced into the classroom in order to. among other

things, promote, develop, and entrench a strong sense aflnuit culture, values. skills. and

identity (UA. 1977). This e:wnple illustrates a community's critical reflection on their

traditions in education. and their resulting rejection and then redefinition of those

traditions in order to create a basis for identity.

Socia! Structure

Social structure is the nexus of active relationships thai constitute a community

Relationships can exist between individuals, groups, organisations. and classes of people.

2. (a) Communities have a social structure that is derived from agreement

The network of relationships in a communit), is derived from agreement on values

and beliefs that guide or or~nise the social structure of the community. Values and beliefs

include those relaled 10 politics. economics. law. social practices. and moralily. Consider

Ihe social structure of a communily or socielY based on a capitalisl economic system.

Weber (1930) believed that the values and beliefs oflhe Protestant religion thaI

encouraged thrift and the saving or reinvestment of profits facilitated the growth of the

capitalist system in the West. Weber believed that ideas affected economics. The ideas. the

values and beliefs.. underlying the Protestant religion guided activities, attitudes. and

behaviour that have fostered individualism through private ownership and promoted

competition on the basis of individuals· righl to seek their own economic self-interest

(Jackson &. Jackson. 1997. p_ 202). In effect, agreement on cenain values and beliefs have
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guided the nerwork of rdalionships or social structure of our capitalist society_ Insofar as

ag:reemem on values and beliefs guide the aetiv;tics. anitudcs. and befa"iour of

individuals. groups.. organisations. and clas5es ofpeopk. agrecmc:nt on V<l.lues and beliefs

,guide or organise the social structure ofa community.

Recognise lhal beyond the objects of agreement. values and beliefs. the

manifestation ofagr~t also produces lhe social structure ofa communit)'. because

agreement corresponds 10 level ofpanicipalion and 10 the overall strength of a

community. Agreement is a generic term lhal refers to lhtee sons of alTan~emenl5

between people. The first son of arrangement involves an agent in passive unidirectional

agTeement: for example. onc who acquiesces 10 another. The second involves an agent in

active unidirection.JI agreement: as in one who actively consents 10. confonns 10. or obeys

others. The third involves two agents in active bi-direclional agreement: 5llch as lhe son of

a!Cfeemenl rQched 1hrouSh negOlialion. debate or discussion Any member in the

community may panicipatc in any of the aoo"e arrangeme'IlS depending. on tnc

circumstances Considu the social structure or a political community and imag.ine it is

voting day lnose who chose ROt 10 vOle are in passive unidirectional agreement- ~,

acquiesce 10 the voting otheu. and. because they choose nOilO panicipate. they are at

best Weakly associated with the polirical community Those who voted panicipated in

acri~'e unidirectional agreement; that is. they panicipated by voting but consenl 10.

conronn to. and obey the voting majority. They are members orthe polirical community.

lhou~h their anaciltion to it also is weak The newly elected representatives comprise the



strong political community because they engage in active bi~rec:tiona.l agreement in

negotiation, debate. and disawion that will guide and organise the: interaaion of

between individuals in the political community COITespondS to the: individual's Ie\--d of

participation or activity and to the oven.ll intensity or strength of the: panicular

community's social structure.

Note that a strong community does not necessarily mean one free of disagreemenl

and change. In the moral community. consensus or agreement is an "outcome of ongoing

dialectical debate" (Vokey. 1992. p. 336) between opposing views. In the social

community. agreement on "social practices are routinely altered in the light ofongoing

discoveries which feed into them" (Giddens. 1990. p. 38). The social structure ofa

community is a dynamic process that is continually challenged in light ofnew and ongoing

discoveries. and debated and renesotiated in attempts to improve how we interact and li,'e

together

2. (b) Communities have social structure that is influenced by the kind iU1d quality
of bonds or attachments

The social structure of community is influenced by bonds orkin~ip and affection.

lhe nature and depth or which are in pan determined by the degree to which an individual

cares. is concerned. and is connected •• what Noddings (1992) coined as the Three C's

The Three Cs orcare. concern. and connection influence social structure because the

bonds or attachments that arise from them influence individual and group activities.
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anitudes, and behaviours constitutive of social SU1Jcture

There are at least four kinds ofanac:hmcnts or bonds constitutive of social

structure: "ties to individuals; commitment to general lines of action or goals; involvement

and participation in cenain types of activities; and belief in the moral validity of social

rules" (Raywid. 1918). The strength oftbese bonds is determined by the degree to which

an individual cares. is concerned.. and is connected. These bonds. in tum.. influence

individuals' activities. anitudes. and behaviour constitutive of social structure. Consider

the social structure of a group of worken. Physical proximity and frequency of interaction

at work lead to friendship between pairs of people and the fonnation of groups among

larger numbers (Argyle. 1972). This friendship affecls the group's activities. anitudes. and

behaviour in the workplace

Cohesiveness has cenain definite effects on the social behaviour and standard of

work of group members Members of cohesive groups interact with one

another more. . they interact more smoothly. they enjoy being in the group. and

feel less tension at work They cooperate smoothly over the group's work.

they help each other more. and there are reciprocated arrangements for helping

(Argyle. 1972. p. 119)

The degree of care, concern. and connection an individual has toward her co-workers

affects bonds to the workplace and influences work activities. attitudes. and behaviour

Insofar as bonds influence activities. attitudes and behaviours. and activities. attitudes. and

behaviours are constitutive of social structure. bonds influence the social structure of



community.

Note that strong bonds are not necessarily constituti\'e of a more desirable

community. How and why one is bonded or attached matters. How and why one cares. is

concerned. and is connected matters because community has a dark side (Noddings.

1996). Care. concern. and connection 10 a xenophobic degree leads 10 community

aClivities. attitudes. and behaviours that are characterised by parochialism. conformity.

assimilation. distrust (or hatred) of outsiders. and coercion. "Communities at all levels can

exert peer pressure for good or evil ends" (Noddings. 1996. p. 254). To use a subgroup or

even a collective identity as the centre of education (in curriculum, pedagogy. and so on)

is 10 risk a community ofcontinual coercion that often in the name of equality presses for

uniformity. common aspirations. a white-collar identity. and the suppression oflhe needs

and differences of others (Noddings. 1996. p. 267).

2. (c) Communities have social structure Ihat provides a basis for individual
identity

The social struCture of a community provides a basis for individual identity because

identity formation depends to a large degree on relalionship with olhers. Forming one's

identity is largely dependent upon the aClion of olhers as well as upon one's own

(Simpson & Jackson, 1997). The formation involves appealing to others as sources of self·

fulfilment. For eumple. one becomes an individual partly through Ihe formation of beliefs.

and beliefs are fonnulated through comparison and contrast to the ideas of others. As

well. others may provide evaluative feedback about oneselfand one's action. auitude. and
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behaviour. Evaluative feedback conlributes to identity [onnation because it constitutes a

meta-narrative on the process and results ofone's identity formation providing a basis of

identity assessment. Thus, identity formation requires the searching oU[ of others with

whom to compare and contrast ideas and is facilitated by the evaluative feedtnck pro..ided

by others. In shon. identity formation is realised by moving OUI into lhe world and

engaging others. The engagement is made possible by lhe networks of individuals that

constitute the social structure of a community. [nsafar as identity fannation requires other

individuals. and social structure is a netWorK of individuals. social structure pro,,;des a

basis for identity formation

Note lhat each appeal to another as a source of self-fulfilment becomes a cohesive

force uniling human beings through bonds of interdependence (Simpson & Jackson.

. 1997), In the same way as one appeals to others. one is a source for others' appeals in

their anempts at identity fOnn3tion

Temporal and Spatial Structure

3) Communities have a temporal and spatial structure that influence the kind
and quality of social structures that exist in a community

Things exist in temporal and spatial relationship. Space. for example. exists as --a

relation between objects (such as planets. cities. or people) which do have substance--

(Duncan. 1989. p, 230). These objects cannot be understood in isolation from the larger

temporal continuum. All objects possess a history and generate a history The temporal

and spatial structure of a community is constitutive of the temporal and spatial relations



I.
bcfwcen social objeas. Although temporal and spatial relations are crealcd by social

objects... they cannot be reduced to them. because. ba..ing been constituted by objects.

temporal and spatial relations may thereafter affect how these objects relllc. II is nol

simply that the temporal and spatial are socially constNetcd. but thai ,he social is

Icmpor.tlly and spatially constructed. While lime and space only have affect insofar as

social objects are related 10 one another, how such objects relalc depends on the very

relationship in time-space established with other objects. Time and space are not simply a

reflection of the social. but are constitutive elements of the social, becaus.e social practices

are temporally and spatially panerned. These patterns substantially affect the very social

practices that constitute them. Consider. historically. the social structure of an «anomic

community. Before the invention of money. economic transactions were coodueted in

immediate time and space where immediate exchange of products was the praetice - for

example. OI)C cow was exchanged for eight chK:L:cns. there and then. Immedialc time and

space constructed an immediacy of soci.a.J pr.letices in eilch economic exchange -E\'et')o,

economic engagement was &Iso a personal one~ (Giddens, 1990. p.24). a person.a.l and

social practice exchanging product for product The invention of money enabled the

enactment of transactions between agents widely separated in time and space. Separation

in time and space separated the personal and social practice from the economic exchange

The invention of money disconnected the personal from the economic because money

came to represent the personal (Giddens. 1990) •• money represenled one's cow or

chickens fed and tended by one's own hand, The personal and social in the immediate
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exchange ofproducts is now vinualJy obsolete because those engaged aTe more often than

nOI separated in time and space. Insofar as temponJ and spatial structure affect interaction

between individuals. temporal and spatial structure influence the social StNcture of

community.

I have defined~.Community is characterised by:

I. Tradition· Communities have traditions that pro\ide a basis for individual
identity:

2. Social Structure - Communities have a social structure thaI: (a) is deri..-ed fTom
agrttmmt. (b) is influenced by the kind and quality of bonds Of" altacltrnenu. and
(c) provKtes a bois for individual identity: and.

3. Temporal and Spalial Slructure - Communities have a temporal and spatial
struclUre lhal influence the kind and quality of social structures thaI exist in a
communi~'

Having defined the construct~. I now begin crealing a case for {he concern that

aspects of community imponant to education are missing or not realisable in distance

education en\;ronments The following chapter is y.uided by lhe claim thai community is

an imponanl educalior'W !!-~I or is rclilted to imponant eduealional !!-oals.
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Chapter Three: Educational Relevance ofCommunit~

Community is relevant 10 education because community is both an end and the

means of education. Education centrally involves initiation into our traditions (Peters.

(965). Community is an end ofeducalion. because initiation into our traditions is initiation

into communities ofdiscourse that enshrine those traditions. The initiation of students into

communities of discourse that enshrine our traditions is a goal of education. because

initiation imo these traditions contributes to the development of the individual and to the

reproduction of the social group_ Community is the means of education. because

education is conducted in communities and made possible by communities of discourse

In the next section. [ shall discuss community as an end of education by showing

how traditions are fonns of discourse communities. and how discourse communities

contribute to development of the individual and reproduction of the social group. I also

shall discuss community as the means of education by showing how education is

conducled in and made possible by communities ofdiscourse. In subsequent seclions of

the chapler. 1shall describe three examples of educational discourse and explicate how the

characterislics of community are instanced in each

Discourg Communjtj!!s as an End and Means of Education

Education can be construed panly as an initialion inlO various traditions defined by

forms of discourse. The inherited traditions include science. history. mathematics. music.

and the arts. All of these traditions are fonns of discourse. because discourse is
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constitutive ofthe knowledge in them (Bizzd!.1992: HaITi, 1986). The same point is

made by Postman (1988): "AU subjects arc forms ofdiscoune. . and therefore almoS! all

education is language education. Knowledge ora subjec:l mostly means kno\\'1edgc orlhc

language oflhal subject" (p. 23). This point should noI be construed 10 mean that

education is simply the leaching of terms or of vocabulary. Only in pan is the "function of

education to provide repeated experiences oftenns in particular ways in panicular

subjects to enable common usage in meaningful discourse" (Brown. 1995. p. 8). To

conceive of initiation into fonns of discourse as only the rotc learning. oftenns is to hold a

narrow and minimal notion of the task because forms of discourse are constitutive of more

than words. Initiation into forms ofdiscoursc constitutes initiation into complex discourse

communities that encompass roles. styles. conv~lions and standards. as well as.

relationships and understandings. All ofthese arc objeas of education

Consider the discourse community lhat enshrines the lradilion of science:

Relationship is rC""C.J.led in scientific discourse in e\,'CTY claim to knowled£e. E.~prcsscd by

a simple discursive phrase. -I know lhal . -, a claim 10 knowledge implies relalionship

to others "I know thaI" ,- me.Jns in faCl. -TruSl me that. .... "You can believe me lhat

", or -I speak ofthat knowledge upon which you can rely, form beliefs. place

Irust."(Hmc. 1986). Claims 10 knowledge arc affirmations to others of personal

lrustworthiness. Personal trustworthiness is fundamenl.IIO the discourse community of

science. In fact, the scienlific discourse community could not be possible without lrusliny

relalionships. Hardwig (1985) refers 10 an article from Ihe Physical Revie.... Lelfeni,
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volume 51, in which appeared an experimental report with 99 authors! As cited in Norris

(1995)

one oflhe authors oflbe anicle explained 10 Hardwig lhalno sing.le author

was privy to all the infonnation and skill required to do the «perimenl. and that it

was impossible for one scientist 10 perl'onn the experiment. given Ihal the author

could account readily for 210 person years ofwark to complete it. (p_ 207)

The knowledge gained. as exemplified in the scientific paper was possible only through

teamwork and only through the acceptan~ by scientists oflhe testimony of other

scientists_ In the science classroom, the Icacher is responsible for initiating studenlS into

the discourse community of science including relationships characterised by personal

trustworthiness

Consider standards and conventions and the scientific discourse community. It is

understood in the discourse community of science thai the testimonies of Olher scientists

that one trusts and accepts are founded on established standards and cQn\'entions. '·The

truSt that scientists claim from laypersons entails a commitment to intellectual honesty. to

having made attempts to substantiate claims in the way thai claims are substantiated in the

community'· (Hane. 1986. p. 90) The discourse of the community is thus governed by

these standards and conventions. Trust in scientists is founded in the scienliSls· adherence

in their scientific discourse to the established standards and conventions of the community

Sometimes. as is the case with the layperson. he or she may not even know the standards

ora panicular discourse community. bUI he or she knows such standards exist. In the
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science classroom. leechen are responsible for initiating students into these sancbrds ;and

conventions and into how lhcy govern scicmific discourse. Thus. initiation inlo discourse

involves much morc than the acquisition oftcnns and vocabulary.

Initiation of students ;nlo communities of discourse. in turn.. contributes 10 the

development of the individual. and 10 reproduction ortlle socia! group. Peters (1965)

writes. ". child is born with an awareness not as yet differentiated into beliefs. wants. and

feelings. All such specific modes ofconsciousness .. develop later.... it product of

initiation into public traditiom enshrined in a public LanguaJe- (PCfCf"S. 1965. p. 102). As

discussed. traditions enshrined in it public language are forms ofdiscourse. Hence. from

Peters" account it follows that the development ofthe individual is the product ofinilialion

into discourse communities.

Initiating the individual into communities of discourse also contributes to

reproducing the social trrOUp. because the community roles. styles. conventions and

. standards. and relationships and understandin~s Ire lhe means by which social groups

reproduce themsdves. EduCitioo entails availing the young ofcenain dispositions. values.

and knowledge possessed by adull membcf"s of the group into which they are born

(Dewey. 1916). Insofar as these dispositions. values. and knowledge are enshrined in

discourse communities. then initiating students inlO communities of discourse contributes

to reproduction of the social ~roup

In addition to being an end. community is the means of education. because

education is conducted in and made possible by communities of discourse. "The main



work of teaching is conducted by means of vernal communication" (Hirsch. 1987. p. 1-l6)

The "immense aggregate of intellectual anifacts" ofsociery is passed from one generation

(0 another "by a process of communication which flows from adults to young people"

(Polanyi, 1958. p.207). But teaching is not simply a one-way flow of words from leacher

tosrudent.

The teacher does. of course, employ language, but its primary fimetion is not

to impress his statements on the student's mind for later production learning

{is acquired] not merely by external suggestion bUI through a personal engagement

""ith reality. (Scheffler, 1971, p. 138)

Engaging with reality through language or forms of discourse constitutes engaging in

discourse communities, engaging in the roles, styles. conventions and standards. and

relationships and understandings of the discourse community. All of these are the means of

education..

Relationship in the discourse communit~·, for e.."ample. is a means ofeducation

because teaching and learning must involve others Teaching and learning involves

the negotiation. construction. and reconslruction of meanings in the minds of the

panicipants There are no clearly objective facts that proceed unimerpreted

(Teaching and learning] is an engagemenl of minds considering the same issues.

developing common languages, challenging each other's assumptions. and

achieving understanding. fDoheny.Farina. 1996, p. 112)

In the classroom, the engaging of minds constitutive of teaching and learning is made



possible by means ofdiscursive relationship. because it is througllianguage that beliefs.

thoughts. and feelings are shared.

Standards and conventions of the discourse community are also a means to

education because learning itself requires adherence to the rules and procedures of

discourse. The student must

wean herself from the merely autistic expression of her own feelings (or the equally

autistic fear of saying anything at all). and take pan in a kind of public game with

rules and proculures of its own. She has to submit herselrto criticism. not mind

much about making a fool of herself. attend to the meanings of the words she uses.

exercise tact and tolerance towards others. not become too angry. not take

criticism personally. stick to the point. face facts. keep to the rules of logic. and so

fonh_ (Wilson. 1993. p. 58)

It- is only by adhering to these rules and procedures that the student may be open to.

assess. and aiter her own lhoughts. feelings. and beliefs on the basis ofreasonable

allernatives posed by the teacher and olher students This process is constitutive of

learning. In the classroom. learning is made possible by adhering 10 the rules and

procedures of discourse

To summarise to this point. community is relevant to education because

community is an end and the means of educalion Community is an end. because iniliation

of students into communities of discourse thai enshrine our traditions is a goal of

education. and because initiation into these communities ofdiscourse contributes to the



development ofttle individual. and to the reproducrion of the social group_ Community is

the means of educatKm because education is conducted in and made possible by

cornl'TKlllities ofdiscourse.

Examples ofEdygtiQMI pi$COUrg

Turning to literature in the philosophy of education. three proposed e:<ampln of

educational discourse are described below: vinuous discourse. rational discoursc. and

emancipatory discourse. The point is to illustrate a variety ofends and means That

educational discoune can display, and the varieties of communities that ensue

VinuOLls discoucs. Virtuous discourse is that sort ofdiscourse thai enables open

and equitable communication. Virtuous discourse is guided by communicative virtues thai

are constituted by -a duster ofintelleaual and alfective dispositions thallogelher promote

open. inclusive. and undiSloned communication- (Rice: &:. Burbules. 1993. p. 37) Bdo"". I

shall address two questions: What are the characteristics of virtuous discourse" What

educational value does virtuous discourse have?

Virtuous discourse is characterised by communicative vinucs that include

patience. tolerance fOf" alternative poinlS of view. respect for diff'crenccs. willingness and

ability 10 listen thoughtfully and ancnti\'e1y. openness to gi\;ng and receiving criticism.

inclination to admit that one may be mistaken. ability and willingllC$S to interpret or

translate one's own concerns in a way thai makes them comprehensible 10 others. self·

imposition of restraint in order that others may speak. and the disposition to express one·s

self honestly and sincerely (Rice &:. Burbules. 1993; Burbules & Rice. 1993). The



communicative virtues are dispositions tJw enable comrnu.ueation. especiallY' between

those who diffes- in lin§\listic style. experience. 0(" belief: Consides- patience. lolerance. and

listening: "'ifone positively values patience. .. one is more likely to persist when

conversation becomes difficult. One who is Iolerani and willing 10 listen thouB:htfully- and

carefullY' will be better prepared 10 Undcrsland those whose speech or opinions dilftf

markedly from one's Owtl" (Rice &. Burbules. 1993, p. 36). Lacking these communicative

virtues. one is likely to resort to whatever tactics available 10 promote one·s own

perspective over olhers· or to refuse conversational engagement altogether (Rice &

Burbules, 1993).

Expression ofthe communicative virtues is situational. Communicative virtuC5

must be expressed in the right combinalion. al the right time. and in lhe right way·

{The communicative] virtues require close aUcolion [0 the paniculars oflhe

communiative silualion at hand. and how anY' of them arc expressed will vary

according to whal tkcsc situations require. listening. for enmple. although

generally ~ded as a \irtue in situations whcfe one's panner is stfUsgling with

ideas that he or she wants 10 articulate. might not be so regarded in silualions

where urgcnlly needed directions or infonnalion are asked for. or where silence

signals acquiescence 10 views one docs not actually hold. Similarly. tolerance and

patience may be vinues when practised by a teacher slriving 10 understand and

appreciate a Studen!"s perspective. bUI not when invoked to protecl racist or sexist

speech thai intimidates. hanns or silences OlherS. (Burbules &. Rice, 1993a.. p. 20)
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Possession ofthe communica1rvc loinues and using them in the righ1 combination. allhe

right time. and in the right way may not be sufficient 10 OVffCOme the numcwus ob~ad"

thai block and diSlon communication. However. ifone !licks the c:onvnunicativc ...inues or

uses them inappropriately, one will be excluded from and rNIy exclude others from

numerous communicative contexts (Rice It. Burbules. 1993. p. 37).

What educational value does vinuous discourse have? There are at least two

justifications for vinU0l.l5 discourse: (a) it demonstrates respect for persons. and (b) il

assists in anaining valuable goods. First. engaging in vinuous discourse satisfies the moral

obligation to sho..... respect for students as persons. Students arc deserving of respect for

their unique feelings. thoughts. and beliefs. Vinuous discourse contributes 10 respect for

sludems as persons because in iii classroom in which both teacher and students are

engaged in vinuous discourse. lhe studenfs right 10 have and e.'l:press her unique feelin~.

thoughts. and beliefs is respected: \;nuous discourse -can suSlain diffeTefICes within a

broader compact ofloleration and rcspecC fBurbules &:. Rice. 1993L p. 10). Insofar as

respect for slUdcnts as persons is a IhOnil obligalion. and vtnU0U5 discourse contnbulcs 10

respccl for S1udents' unique feelings. thoughts. and beliefs. vinuous discourse has

educational \"alue.

Second. vinuous discourse assiSlS in attaining valuable goods. Such goods include

instrumental goods. social goods. and epislemic goods. Anainmcnl of such goods involves

appealing 10 others as sources. For example. attainment ofepislemic goods onen involves

appeal 10 olhers because lhe others I'Iold the knowledge we desire. We appeal 10 others



lhat they migtn: share lheir knowledge and in so doing we migtn: main d. '"'Other things

being equal, relations that are expressive of[comrnunicali ....e] vinues \lolll be more

supportive oflhc: numerous and varied goods we can achic\oc: communicatively" (Rice &

Burbules. 1993, p. 38). Students who are able to express communicalive Iilnues such as

lhe ability 10 inttrpret or translate tnc:ir individual concerns in a way lhal makes them

comprehensible. express with increased clarity their appeals to teacher and Sludents for

epistemic goods. Others who are patient and willing and able 10 lisll~n attenlively. are

receplive and responsive to those: making appc:als and so are more amenable 10 sharin); or

giving those goods appealed for. Insofar as anainment of epiSlemic and olher goods

achievable communicatively invdve expression of and response: 10 appeals to Others. and

\;nuous discourse facilitates lhe communicative expression of and response [0 appeals 10

. Others.. vinuous discourse is educationally \-aJuable.

Rational discOUrse. Ralional discourse is that son of discourse in which people are

approprialdy moved by reasons. Here. I shall address three questions: What characterises

rational discourse'? "'hal is necessary to engage in rational discourse? Whal educalional

value does ralional discourse have?

Rational discourse is characterised broadly as being reasonable. reflective. and

focussed. Rational discourse is rea.WflOhle discourse because il is concerned with good

reasons in reaching conclusions about what (0 believe and how to acf. Rational discourse

is N.flecfil·1! because it involves [he self-conscious examination of the reasonableness of

one·s own and others' thoughts. The reflective nature ofr.tional discourse is indicative of
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the individual's conscious sedcing and using of good reasons. Lastly. mional discounc is

jocHssedbec:aJJs,c it is condUC1ed for a purpose; deciding what 10 beliC"c or do.

In order 10 engage in reasonable.. reflective., and focussed disc:oune.. one needs

both abilities and dispositions. !he abilities include those required 10 inlenet effecti,,'cly

with other people. 10 judge lhe soundness ofinfonnalion and inferences drawn from

information. to prodou credible information and inferences. and to maintain clarity"

(Noms & Ennis. 1989, p. 8). Consider each of these abilities in rum. First. rational

discourse requires the ability to interact effectively with other people because ralional

discourse takes place within a social and problem-solving conlClCt. Interacting effectively

requires one to emplo~ communicative stratqlics and tactics to keep the discourse

focussed. 10 communicate coherenlly. and 10 receive communication from <Hhcrs

intelligibly. Second. rational discourse requires lhe ability to judge information and

inferences drawn from information. Making sound judgemenls is "to assess reasons and

their ability to warnnt beliefs. claims and actions properly" (Siegel. 1988. p. 38) II

requires a grasp offield-specific criteria.. and a genua! understanding oftile: nature of

reasons. warrant. and juslification as these oolions: function aaass specific fields (Siege:!.

1988. p. 37>- A lhird ability required 10 engage in nllfonal discourse is lhe: abiJil)' 10

produce: credible information and inferences. This includes Ihe ability 10 formulate

candidale hypotheses that mig.ht meet the: evalualive criteria used 10 judge infonnation and

inferences (Norris & Ennis. 1989. p. 9). Lastly. rational discourse requires the ability to

maintain clarity about which questions are being asked. what assumptions are: being made.
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wml particular information rneans.. and what decision is being reached.

Possession Ortlle above abilities is noI sufficient fOf eng.aging in ralional discourse

Engaging in rational di5COllT1e also requires an apPropriate disposition. Siegel (1988) calls

this disposition. 'il critK:al anitude or spirit·. The criticalanitude includes -emain

luitudes. dispositions. habits ermind. and character traits- (Sicgd. 1988. p. 39)

[A person] must not only be able to assess reasons Pf09Crly- in accordiilnce ~;Ih

the reason assessment component. she must be di$PO!i~d to do so as well; that is

have a well-developed disposition 10 engage in reason assessment [She] mUSI

have a ...·;IIiJ11!/If~ss to conform judgment and action to principle. not simpl~' an

ability to 50 conform. One who has the critical altitude has a certain ChtlrtM.;I~ra~

well as certain skills· a character which is inclined 10 seek. and to base jUd£.mcfll

and Ielion upon reasons: which rejects panialily and arbitrariness: which is

commined 10 the objccli\'c evaluation of relC"'llnl cvK:Ience: and which values such

aspects of critical lhinldn!; as imellcctual honcsty.ju~ice to C"-idence. sympathellc

and impartial considmlion ofinlerests. objcclivitr. and impanialilY. (SiegeL 1988.

P 39)

The critical iutitude demands not simply an ability to seck reasons. but a commitrncnt 10

do so - a deep commitment to and respect for reason. As such. a person with a crilical

a(lilUde possesses rational passions

a love OfU\llh and a conlempf oflying. a concern for accuracy in observation and

inference. and a conespondinl:l repugnance of enor in logic or fact. a revulsion
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at distonion. disgu51 at evasiocL. admiration oft~et:icaI achievement. respect for

the considered arguments or others. (Schefl1er. 1971. p. I~)

Similarly. such • penon has:

a passionate drive for claTi')', tce:uracy. and fair·mindcdness. a fervour for getting

10 the bonom of things . . for liSl:enin~ sympathetically to opposing poinls of

view. a compelling drive to seek out evidence., an intense aversion to contradiction.

sloppy thinking. inconsistent application of standards. a devotion to truth as

against self·intercst. (Paul. 1984. p. 23)

A person with a critical attitude cares about reason and its usc and point: she cares "about

finding out how things are. about getting. things right. about tracking down what is the

casc" (Peters. 1970. p. 151). In shon. she who engages in rational discourse' acts in ccnain

ways. and. in addition. is a cenain son of person. Rational discourse requires both the

rational abilities combined with the rational oc critical disposition.

What educational \-alue docs rational discourse ~ve? I olfer four justifications for

rational discourse which ~~leI Siegel's work (1988) on critical thinking: (a) it shows

respect for pC'BOflS. (b) it fosten; self.sufficiency and preparation for adulthood. (c) it aids

with inilialion into the ralionaltraditions. and (d) it is a requirement for democratic li,,;n,\;

First. engaging in rational discourse contributes to respect for students as persons. This is

a moral obIigalion. Teachers and others should respect students because students are

persons and so are deserving of respect The Kantian principle of respect for persons

requires we treat Others as ends and not means. Respect for students as persons includes
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respea: for students' rights to question, cha1Jerlge. and Kd.:: reasons. e<plarYlions. and

justification. Rational discourse contnbutes 10 rrsp:ct for studems as persons becauK. in a

classroom in which both teacher and swdents are en~ged in rational discourse. Ihe

student's right to question. challenge.. and seek reasons. explanations. and justification is

respected (and. in fact. encouraged). Insofar as respect for students as penons is a moral

obligation, and rational discourse contributes 10 respect for students as persons.. rational

discourse has educational value.

Second. rational discourse helps students become self-sufficient and prepared for

adulthood. At least in part, we educate 10 prepare cttildren succcssfully 10 face adullhood

by anemptiog to (oster in them self-sufficiency in controlling their own lives. Self

sufficiency requires reasoning independently (0 conclusions about what to believC' and

decisions on what 10 do. Rational discourse helps students become sdf·sufficienl and

pn:pared for adulthood because eduational activities org.anised around ratKmal discourK

encourage reasoning necessary for sdf-~fficiency. Encouraging ralional discourse

'·encourages (c.hildren] to ask qu~ions.10 look for evidence. 10 seek and scrutinise

allematives. to be critical of their own ideas as well as those OfOlhers~(Scheffler. 1971. P

1431_ Insofar as educalion anemplS 10 foster self-sufficienc.y and prepare children for

adulthood. and rational discourse encourages in students reasoning necessary for self

sufficiency. rational discourse is educationally valuable.

Third. rational discourse is. in pan. (he object of studenls· initialion into the

rational traditions. Education.. on this view. amounls to the initiation oflhe student into
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the central hulTW' traditions (peters.. I96S). lnitiating S1udents into these traditions 

science., litcn.ture, tUSlor)'. the ans.. rrwbematics - in pan. constSls offOSlering an

appn:ciarion in students of the paniQl,lar tradition's S1andards governing the appraisal of

reasons (McPeek. 1981). Standards governing the appmsal of reasons are enshrined in the

language oflhe trilditton. panicularly in the tradition's rational discourse_ Thus. I"iIlional

discourse is., in put. the object of initiation into rational traditions because ralionill

discourse is constitutive of that pan of the rational tradition concerned with standards

governing the appraisal of reasons. Insofar as education involves the initiation of students

inlo rational traditions. and rational discourse is in pan constitutive ofthe rational

traditions.. rational discourse has educationill value.

Lastly. rational discourse foslers in students requiremenls for democratic livin~

Democracy, at leas! ideally. -aims so to structure lhe arrangements of society as to rest

lhem ultimately upon the: ITcd~' given consent of its members Such an aim requires the

institutionalization of reasoned procedures for the critical and public review of poliq'"

(Scheffler. 1971. p. 1371 Rational discourse fOSlers in students reasoning necessary 10

examine critically and to give consent on arranltemenu of socie1y because rational

discourse encourages students ''10 judge inlelli~endyIhe many issues facio!; society: 10

challenge and seek reasons for proposed changes (and continualions) of policy: to assess

such reasons fairly and impanially: and so on" (Siegel. 1988. p, 601_ Insofar as we are

commiued to democracy. and rational discourse fosters in students the reasoning required

10 be critical and consenting citizens of democratic living. rational discourse has



educational value.

Emancjpltory dilCOUtR- ErnancipatOfY discourse is that sort of discour~ that aims

at eliminating oppressive social practices. I ....ill address three questions: What

characterises emanc:ipatory discourse? What is necessary to engage in cmancipatory

discourse? What educational value does emancipatory discourse nave?

Emancipatory discourse is discourse that 'lakes u a referent for action the

elimination of those ideological and material conditions that promote various fonns of

subjugation.. segregation. brutality, and marginalization. often expressed through social

fonns embodying racial. d.ss. and sexist interests" (Giroux, 1987, p. 105). Its purpose is

to demystifY uisting power relations and the current public dialogue which

sanctifies them. This involves: identifYing those issues which are preVC1Ited from

becoming public because ofexisting power constellations: identit)'ing those groups

that have not had access to means of public upressioo and advocating their

indusion in the discourse oflegiti~,:distinguishing between g.enuine agreement

and pseudo-<:ompromises based on the inlr~ctabililyof power relations; and sayins

what is in the public interest as opposed 10 the univcrsalisatioo ofwhat is only the

interest ofa panicular group_ (Benhabib. 1989. p. 154)

Emancipatory discourse is characterised by a panisanship toward Ihe oppressed. In

general. discourse is characterised by an inclUricable relation between language and power

(Freire. 1972). Discourse is capable of subordinating the world of human agency and

struggle to the interests of dominant groups and of giving meaning to radical desires.



aspil1l1lons, drums. and hopes. The rhetoric of extrtme religions Of" cults are such

examples of the power oflanguage to subordinate indj,,'idual desires and to gi\'e meJlning

ro radical and sometimes biutTe understandings oflhe world. Discourse constitutes borh

"a terrain ofdomination and fidd of possibility~(Giroux. 1988. p. 65). Emancipalory

discourse is characterised by its anempt to link ,he product of meaning: to the possibility

for human agency, dernocntic community, and t~form.tivesocialaetion- (Giroux.

1988. p. 68). Emancipatory discourse anempts to link languag:e with its potential 10 move

one IOward democratic social action. Note. emancipatOr)" discourse is not the equivalent

of emancipation; rather. emancipatory discourse is the precondition for engaging in

struggles around both relations of meaning and relations of power (Giroux. 1988).

There are five requirements to engage in emancipatory discourse: love. humilit~·.

faith.. hope. and criticallhinking (Freire. 1972). First. emancipatory discourse requires lo\'e

for lhe world and for persons Domination that emancipatOf)' discourse tries to usurp.

reveals the palhology of love. sadism in the dominalOr and masochism in the dominated

(Freire. 1972. p. 78) The domiflalor loves herself tOO much and en~ges in discourse lhal

perpetuates her own agency and interests: the dominated loves herse!floo little and

engages in discourse that bdinles or silences her agency and interests and denies her

access to and participalion in a discourse free of power relations. Emancipatory discourse

that aims at eliminating power relations requires a love for the world and persons thai

denies subordination of agency and interests.

Second. emancipalory discourse requires humility. Emancipatory discourse is nor
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possible ifboth or one ofthc panies lacks humility. One cannot engage in discourse that

aims at eliminating power relations ifone projeas ignorance 0010 others. regards oneself

as apart from others, regards discourse as an activity for an elite. or is closed to the

contributions of others and afraid of being displaced.

Third. emancipalory discourse requires faith in persons

'Dialogical man 1li£l' believes in other men even before he meets them face to

face. His faith. however. is not naive. The 'dialogical man- is critical and knows

that allhough it is within the power of men 10 creale and transform [through

discourse], in a concrete situation of alienation men may be impaired in the use of

that power. (Freire, 1972, p. 79)

Faith in persons includes faith in a person's ability to engage in discourse ilselfand in a

person's ability 10 create and transform through discourse. Without faith in persons, one

may be inclined to speak for the other in an elfon to aid or dominate. Speaking for

another silences the Olher's voice and ine\;tably degenerates into a discourse of

domination

Founh. emancipalOry discourse requires hope thaI discourse can in faci lead to

eliminating oppressive social practices. An unjust order that results in dehumanisation is a

cause for hope (and not despair), because injustice leads to the incessanl active pursuit of

humanity (Freire_ 1972. p 80)

Lastly. emancipatory discourse requires critical thinking in discerning an indivisible

solidarity belween the world and persons and in perceiving reality as a process. or a
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transfonmtion, rather than &$. static StIle (Freire. 19n. p. 81). Crittcal lhinkin! is

required in the assessment ofoppreuive social pnctW:es in lhe world and per-sons and in

determining action to be taken that will transform realities ofoppression into those thai

comributc to lne humanisation of persons

What educational value does emancipatOf)' discourse have? There are al least four

justifications for emancipatory discourse: (a) it contributes to reciprocity. (b) it fOReN

production ofselr.knowledge. (c) it dtow5 respect for persons. and (d) it is a requirement

for democratic living. First. engaging in emancipalOry discourse contributes to reciprocity

in the give and take between teacher and students. and student and student. learning

"comes from the give and lake. from the exchange of experiences and ideas" ([)ewey.

1946. p_ 36). Emancipalory discourse Coseers mutual e.'(change of experiences and ideas

because in a classroom in which both students and Icacher are engaged in emancipator)"

discourse. -authoritative discourse ofimposilions and fecilaltem (is replaced] \\,ith. voice

capable ofspealcing in one"s own terms. a voice capable of listening.. retelling.. and

challenging the very grounds of knowledge and power" (Giroux.. 1986. p_ 55)

Emancipatory discourse fosters reciprocity in the mulual exchange of experiences and

ideas by aiming 10 eliminale oppressive social prlClicn Ihal silence voices and deafen ears

Insofar 15 learning occurs from lhe exchange of experiences and ideas. and emancipatory

discourse fosters reciprocity thai conlribules 10 a mutual exchange ofexperiences and

ideas. emancipalory discourse has educational value

Second, emancipalory discourse fosters in sludents the production of self-



knowledge. On this view, the essentialleaming task in education is "that learning and

teaching are meant 10 bring about self·knowledge with knowledge of one's .::ulture (and

'lhe world", )" (Fine, 1989, p. 162). The production of knowledge in general is a

relational act. because "knowledge is produced in the process of interaction [between self

and Ihe world], between writer and reader al the moment of reading.. and between leacher

and learner at the moment of classroom engagemenl" (Lusted, 1986, p. 4). Emancipatol')·

discourse fosters a critical attentiveness to lhe web of relations in which knowledge is

produced (Giroux.. 1988, p_ 69). with the aim 10 foster relations free of oppression thai

may restrict or limit the process of interaction leading to self-knowledge. Insofar as

education is intended to bring about self-knowledge. and emancipatory discourse aims at

eliminating oppressive relations thai may reslriCI or limit self·knowledge. emancipatory

discourse has educalional value

Third. engaging in emancipatory discourse contributes to the moral obligalion to

show respect for students Students are due respect because Ihey are persons. Respect for

students as penons includes respect for Sludents· right (0 have equal opportunity 10

engage in discourse. Emancipatory discourse contributes 10 respecl for students as

persons, because, in a classroom in which both teacher and student are engaged in

emancipatory discourse. Ihe sludent's right to have equal opportunity to engage in

discourse is respected. Students engaged in emancipatory discourse engage in the

'ideal speech situalion· (where] each panicipant must have an equal chance 10

initiate and continue communication. Each must have an equal chance 10 make
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usertions, recommendations., and expWwM:lfts. All must have equal chanca 10

express their w;shes.. desires.. and feelings. And finally. '!Nithin the situation of

dialogue speakers must feci free 10 thcnwize those power rdalKms which in

ordinary OONexts would consuain the wholly free aniculalion of opinions and

positions. (Bcnhabib. 1989. p. 150)

Insofar as respect for students as persons is. moBI obligatKm. and emancipatory

discourse contributes to respect for persons by enabling equal opponunity 10 engage in

discourse. emancipatory discourse has educational ...alue.

Lastly, emancipatory discourse fosters in stude'lls requirements for democratic:

living.. Democratic living nece5sitates in its members .I lol~nceofdifferences in individual

feelings. thoughts. and beliefs. Ikmocratic tolerance involves the -interrogation of

interests that underlie differences .. panicularly with respect to how such interests shape

human rclaJ.ions that are either emancipalory or repressive- IGiroux.. 1987. p_ 119).

Repressive interests embodied in oppressive relations .mcl social practices arc. of course.

oot compatible with d~mocralic living. Emancipalory discourse thai aims al ~liminaling

oppressive social practtces encourages in studenls lhe assessmenl. or interrO£.lllion. of

inl~rests thai und~di~ differences The assessment of inlerests underlying differences is

required in ord~r to determine which praclic~s are oppressiv~ and whelher aClion is 10 be

laken. and. if so. which action. Insofar as we are committed 10 democracy. and

emancipatory discourse encourages in Siudents the assessment of inleresls underlyin!!

differences and Ihe elimination of social practices embodying those inlerests nol
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Educational DiscourK Communiries

Each discourse examined awes. kind ofcommunity. because each discourse

il\$lantiates the chanct~stiC$ofcommunity. In each case. the fonn oftlle discourse

influences lhe nature of tile community created. In what follows. I shall ecplicarc ho.....

each characteristic of community is instanced in v;nuoos, rational. and emancipator)'

discourse with reference to educational settings. Recall that the three characteristics of

community are

I. Tradition - Communities have traditions that provide a basis fOf individual
identity;

2. Social SlTueturc· Communities have a social structure that: Ca) is derived from
agreement: (b) is influenced by the kind and quality of bonds or altachmenu: and.
(c) provides a basis for individual identil)': and.

J Temporal and Spatial Structure· Communities have a temporal and spatial
structure thai innuence the kind and quality of social SlTuctures thai e.\:iSl in a
community.

~ Tradition is the first characteristic of community that is instanced in

..inuous.. rational. and emancipalory discourses. In each asc. lhe intdlectual and praclicaJ

pursuits of the discourse: constitute a tradition that pro\;des a basis for individual identity

through critical reflection on the form and content of discourse. Students are initiated inlo

a history ofthoughts. feelings. and practices acquired in relalions with teachers and others

who already possess them (Rice & Burbules. [993. p. 40). A student is encouraged to

develop her own tradition ofthou!!h15. feelings. and practices by critically reflecting upon
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her acquired tRdition, and by coming to accept, redefine. or reject it as pvt of her

identity.

Fim.. consider vinuous discourse. The virtuouS discourse tradition is defined by

the communicative virtues. Communicative virtues. such as patience. tolerance. and other

conversational dispositions. are acquired by students in their reiations with teachers and

others who already possess them (Rice &: Burbules.. 1993, p. 40). Students who critically

reflect upon and accept the communicative vinucs.. come to identify themselves as

vinuous communicators. For example, in her relations with teachers and others who

already are members of the tradition. a student begins (0 adopt the tradition by listening

ancntivelyand thoughtfully. After critically reflecting upon this tradition. the student

accepts it as an appropriate and desirable guide for communication with others. As she

engages in the accepu~d vinuous discourse tradition. t~ student comes to identify herself

as a \inuous communicator. as 'a good listener. The student accepts the communicative

virtue as pan ofher individual identity

By comrut. a student who critically reflects and does not accept. but redefines or

rejects various communicative vinues. changes from her orisinal gate of having acquired

the tradition from others around her and develops her own identity. For example. a

student in a culturally homogeneous school acquires that pan of the tradition that shows

respect for differences. The student moves to a multi-ethnic community. and. upon critical

reflection. deems respect for the few differences she knows as incomplete. and moves to

redefine it to irK:lude her new experiences. "changed identity, expanded to include a
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broader scope ofdifferenoes. results from her reddinitKm. Yet another srudent acquires

the pan ofthr uMition defined by vinucs ofpatienc:e and tolcnncc. Upon enlical

reflection. she deems lhe tradition incorrect in situations where others are expressing racist

beliefs. In future. she decides to reject the tradition outright as pan ofher identity and in

fact uses it as an Inli.identity of sons. idemifying herself as impatient and intolerant when

hearing expressions ofracis! beliefs. Through these examples. we see that critical

reflection on the tradition of communicative vinues acquired from others leads to the

acceptance. redefinition. or rejection of the tradition as a basis for individual identifY

Nen. consider rational discourse. The rational discourse tradition is based upon

the development of persons who. appropriately moved by reasons. believe and leI on the

basis of reaSOM. Rational abilities and dispositions are acquired by belief-inculcation. and

by encouragement to develop one'5 own rationality and an evidemial slyle ofbclief

(Siegel. 1988. p 89) Developin£. one's own ralionality is often ~ided by lradilion itself

because Iraditions -enshrine conceplions of rationality which tell us whal counls n good

reasons for ~dopt;ng the tradition as our own {Ind) also lell us ""'hat counts as g.ood

ar~'Uments a$.linsl objections to tradition" fWorsfold. 19Q2. p. JJ I) Upon crilical

reneclion. acceptan~of Ihe rational discourse tradition contributes to al leasl Ihree

aspecls of individual identity· identity as a rational thinker. a self·sufficient person. Ind a

member of rat;onallradil;ons Firsl. a siuden, comes 10 identify herself as a rationallhinker

by critically reneeling on and accepting Ihe rational discourse tradition_ For e.>tample. a

science studenl panicip&les in panicular educational aClivilies and acquires the disposition
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and abilities to reason using the scienrific method. When the srudenl: critically reflects upon

and accepts the scientific method as her own guide for reasoning.. she identifi~ tJc-rwlf as a

rational thinker - able to hypothesise. gather and assess evidence. and draw clear and

concise conclusions_ Second. a slUdcnt comes to identify herself as self·sufficient. ThroufEh

educational activities organised around rational discourse. II student is taught and

cncoul'28ed to rely on bet" own ability to reason and make decisioM based upon reasons 

10 sed: OUI. assess. and judge independently the rightness of claims. so lhal she: can decide

what to bdi~or do. Upon critical rdlcetion. she Iccepl5 her own ability 10 reason and

make decisions based on reasons and comes to identify herself as II self-sufficient person

Lastly. I Student comes to identify herself as a membe.- of various flI1iONlllradilions.

Membership in a rational tradition is acquired. in part. through an acceptance of its

standards of rationality thaI govern the assessment of reasons. A hislory student learns.

among other things. the standards of rationality of the hiswricaltradition: what counts as a

good reason for or against some hypothesis. theory. or procedure: how much weight the

reason has: and how it comparleS with other relevant reasons. The student critically reOecls

upon and accepts these standards of rationality tMI govern the historical tradition and

comes to identify herself as a member of the rational historical tradition insofar as she

accepts that pan of the tradition thai governs the assessment of reasons.

When. however. a student critically reflects on a rational tradition and does ROt

accept it. but deems it incomplete or incorrect. she redefines or rejects her previously

acquired Kienlity and develops a new or changed identity. For example. a student reads the
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novel Wacousla about early life in Canada and acquires as pan ofher idenlity an

understanding of her own history as a Canadian. The student then reads Q",:ho!c II"mn.:,,:

A History about early Canada from a woman's perspective. Upon critical reflection on the

altemative historical pcrspeerive. the student realises her previous understanding ofhislol)·

provides only a panial basis for identity. Appropriately moved by reasons esemplified in

her laner reading, the siudent redefines her identity based on her new understanding of the

history of which she is a part. These enmples iIIustrale the poinl that critical reflection on

a tradirion of rational abililies and dispositions acquired from others leads to Ihe

acceptance, redefinilion, or rejection of the tradition as a basis for individual idenlity

Lastly, consider emancipatory discourse. The emancipatory discourse tradition is

based upon assessing: relations in terms of power distribution. and of acting to relain or

rejeclthose relations in order to improve the quality of life. Students who critically reflect

and accept the emancipalory discourse tradition come 10 identifY themselves as assessors

of power relations. For example. in her relations wilh leachers and olhers who are alread~

members of the tradilion. a sludenl acquires the tendency to assess the language and

power relations between men and women After critically reflecting upon this tendency.

lhe sludenl accepls it as an appropriate guide for action in improving quality oflife. in this

case [he quality of relations Detween men and women. As she engages in the accepled

emancipalory discourse traditlon. the student comes 10 identify herself as an assessor of

gender relations •• calling herself a feminist. let us suppose. The student assumes

assessment ofgender relations as pan of her individual identity
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When a person reflects on an emancipatory discourse lradition and does nOl accept

it but deems it incomplete or incorrect. she redefines or rejects her previously acquired

idenliry and develops her own identity. On the school playground. a child acquires the

saying. ''Eeny. meeny. miny. mo. Catch a nigger by the toe:' Upon critical reflecrion.

possibly iniriated by a teacher or a friend. the child realises this saying echoes relations of

domination and subjugation, and deems il incorrect and oppressive. She rejecls weh

intended playful but hurtful. language and develops an identity as one who is aware ofand

is moved to eliminate oppressive language. Change in individual identity is inherenl in

emancipalory diSCOllrsc because emancipalory discourse is about the continual assessment

oflhe world and persons in order 10 transfonn realities that will conlribute to improving

qualifY of life and the humanisation of persons. The examples serve to show that critical

reflection on an acquired tradition of power distribUlion and a panicular quality of life

leads to the acceptance. redefinition. or rejection of the uadition as a basis for individual

identity.

Socjal structure. Sodal structure is the second characteristic of community that is

instanced in virtuous, rational. and emancipalOry discourse in panicular ways. The social

Stn.u:;:ture of the discourse: (a) is derived from agreement: (b) is influenced by the kind and

quality ofbonds or attachments; and. (c) provides a basis for individual identity

2. (a) Social structure is derived from agreement

The social SIfUcture of a discourse is derived from agreement on values or beliefs

thaI guide and organise the discourse. Each of virtuous. rational, and emancipatory



discourse cmpha.si.se pantcular values and beliefs.

The social RNC:tUre of virtuous discourse is derived from agreement upon

expression ofw communicative virtues. The communicative virtues are derived.

themselves. from agreement on moral and ethical imperatives. and notions of an

en..ironmertt that fORers the acquisitJon of goods achievable communicatively_ The moral

and ethical impenllives include respect for persons. Agn:f:ment on this leads to S1Jch

expressions of the communicative vinues as self-imposition of restraim so that others may

have a tum to speak. tolerance and respect for ahemative points of view. and willingness

and ability to listen thoughtfully and atlentively to others. These expressions guide

interaction among individuals. and hence are constitutive of social structure. Therefore.

the communicative vinues that give rise to such ClIpressions organise the social struclure

.ofthe discourse. Communicative vinues also are derived from agreement on what

constitutes a suitable environment fOf achieving those goods available through

communication. Agreement that epiSlemic goods. for e:umple. are better acquired in an

environment where learning from peers as well as from the teacher occurs.. leads to such

expression of virtue. as being open to giving and receiving criticism. being willing to listen.

being inclined to admit one may be miRaken. and being able 10 interpret and translate

one's own concerns in a way that makes them comprehensible to others. Again. insofar as

agreement on these communicative elCpressions and others guide interaction among

individuals. and thereby are constitutive of social structure. the communicative virtues

organise the social structure of the discourse.
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The social structure of rational discourse is derived from agreement on the

imponance afreasons as the basis for believing and acting. and from agreement on lhe

process and requirements ofreasonins. Agreement that reasons are the basis for belie\;ng

and acting provides a motivation for seeking others in order to engage wilh them in

discourse that may result in clarification of what to believe and do. Engaging in discourse

with others in the search for and clarification of reasons is constitutive ofand contributes

to a network of relationships and to a social structure. Agreement on lhe process of

reasoning includes agreement on: concern for reasonableness: reflexhity in examining the

reasol'lableness of one's own and OIhers thoughts; and, focussedness in the purposeful

examining of reasonableness. the derivation of good reasons. and the reaching of

conclusions. Agreement on the requirements of being reasonable. reflexive. and focussed

emails agreement on how to interact effectively with olhers. thai is. in establishing

elements of a social struclUre. Insofar as agreement on reasonableness guides the

discursive inleraclion between individuals. a particular social structure results

The social structure of emancipatory discourse is derived from an agreement on

the value or moral directive 10 eliminate oppressive social praclices from language and

power relations. Through discourse in the classroom. Ihe teacher and students come to

agree on social relalions and praclices free of oppression and domination. and so derive a

social structure based upon emancipatory discourse. Discourse aimed at eliminalinS

oppressive social relations and practices occurs on seemingly the smalle51 ofissues:

during a writer's workshop, a teacher notices that children are working on
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their writing but that their voice levels are reaching a high point. Some students

who need a more quiet environment for writing seem fi'ustrate<! . the teacher

gathers all the students together. "How did writing workshop go today"" Some

students comment. "'Fine. it was great." But. many remark that the noise level gOI

too high. The teacher asks students for suggestions. As a group they decide

Ihal it might help the classroom environment if soft music is played on the tape

recorder. Students and teacher will gather again the next day to talk about

how this new procedure works. (Fredericks, Blake-Kline & Kristo. 1997. p. 35)

Through discourse. the teacher and students identified a situation that. unbeknownst to all

of the students. impinged upon the learning of some students. The discourse that ensued

allered the social structure enabling all to leam unimpeded during future writing.

workshops. Insofar as agreement on eliminating oppressive social practices from language

and power relations guides lhe interaction belween individuals. then a social structure

conuibutory to emancipation is created

2. (b) Social Structure is influenced by the kind and quali()' of bonds or
attachmenls

Social structure is influenced by (he kind and quality of bonds or anachments

created by discourse. The nature and depth of these bonds are in part determined by the

degree to which an individual cares for. is concerned for. and is connected to others _ by

what Noddings coined the Three Cs. The Three C s create bonds or attachmenlS. which

in (um influence the social structure ofdiscourse:. This influence is manifesred in the
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activities. attitudes., and behaviours of individuals and of the group. Though nOI cnI;rcly

distinct, each ofvinuous. rational, and emancipatory discourse fosters particular objects of

caring, concern, and connection. and in so doing creates a social structure

In vinuous discourse. the object of care. concern. and connection is Olher

individuals. The degree to which individuals carc for. arc concerned about. and are

COMected to each other, defines the nature and depth oflhe bonds or anachments 10 other

individuals. These bonds influence the individuals' discursive activities. anitudes. and

behaviour. If one cares deeply. communicative virtues are expressed not only because of a

moral agreement on social rules, bul from a genuine interest in and caring for the olher

The interest and care one feels influence the content of the discourse - "1 care for you"·

as well as Ihe form of the discourse - a warmth in manner of voice or geslUre. In short.

how one feels about another influences how one engages in a discursive relationship wilh

the other Insofar as how one feels about another guides the interaction between

individuals. the kind and quality of bonds or anachments influence the social structure of

the discourse.

In Ihe social structure of rational discourse. the object of care. concern. and

connection is reasons and the pursuit oflhem_ Caring about reason and its use and poinl is

definitive of the appropriate disposition or critical altitude necessary to engage in rational

discourse The degree 10 which individuals care for. are concerned about. and are

connected 10 the search for reasons defines the nature and depth of the bond or

anachment to Ihe involvement and panicipation in lhe pursuit of reason. Care for reasons
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marks the difference between being moved by reasons and ignoring Ol" beins indilfCt"ent 1(I

them. Being so moved. or not. influences discunivc Ktivities. anitudes.. and bd\.1,,,iour

with other's. Caring about reasons moves one and moves one to move others 10 mg.a~e in

discursive activitin such as qUCSlioning. looking for evidence. seeking: and scrutinising

alternatives and being critical orone's own ideas as well as those ofothers. One cnga~es

with olhers in these activities ""';th behaviour rc8eaivc ofone's passionate drive for

clarity. accuracy. and fair-mindedness., and with an anitude consistent with onc's devotion

to and admiration for !ruth. theoretical achievement. and considered arguments. and to

one's COOIempt oflying. distonion. and evasion. In shon. how one feels about reasons

influences how one is moved. haw one moves 10 move others. and how one discursively

engages in relationship with others. Insofar as how one feels about reasons influences how

one discursively engages in relationship with others. the bond or ..nachmen! 101M

in':olvement and panicipalion in the pursuit of reason influence the soci.Jl sU'ueture Orlne

discourse

In lhe social structure of emmcipalory discourse. the object of care. concern.. and

connection is lhe Quality of human life_ The degree 10 which individuals care for. are

concerned about. and are connected to improving the Qualil)' of human life detennines the

nature and depth ofthc bonds or altachments to the belief in the moral validity of

panieular social rules. Bonds or attachments to the belief in the moral validity of panicular

social rules influence lhe discursive activities. attitudes. and beliefs among individuals

The degree to which an individual cares influence her listening to a speech or laking to the
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streetS; being diplomatic or being wJg:ar. and asking or demanding. In skon. how onc feels

about improving the quality of human life influences how one beco~ involved. how one

moves to involve others, and how one engages in discourse with others. Insofar as how

one feels aboul improving the quality ofhuman life influences how one engages in

discourse with OIhers. the bond or anachmenllo the belief;n the moral validity of

particular social rules influences the social structure of the discourse

2. (c) Social structure provides a basis for individual identiTy.

The social structure of a discourse is a netWork of relationships characterised by

various forms of communicative engagement. This network of relationships pro~ides a

basis for individual identity. because identity depends to a large degree upon others who

contribute to identity formation

The social structure of vinuous discourse is a network of relationships that is

characlerised by engagement in Ihe communicative ..inues and which provides a basis for

individual identily. Communicative vinues facililate Ihe interaction between individuals

that contributes to the ongoing fonnation of identity. For example. the student who is able

to express such communicative vinues as the abilily 10 interpret or translate her queslions

in a way that makes them comprehensible. increases Ihe likelihood of her questions being

answered insofar as she expresses her questions clearly. The teacher who is palient. and

willing and able to listen allenlively. is receptive and responsive 10 Students' effons to

interpret and translate the formalion of comprehensive questions, Insofar as

communicative vinues facilitate lhe interactive process of making and responding 10
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questions. virtuous discourse provides a basis for individual identity because inleraction

characterised by communicative virtues facilitate the attainment of epistemic goods from

answered questions that become pan oCthe student's body aCknowledge constitutive of

her individual identity

The social structure ofr.tional discourse is a network of relalionsttips

characterised by individuals who question. look for evidence ITom. and seek and scrutinise

alternatives. Communicative activities such as questioning and seeking reasons create the

social structUre of rational discourse. because questioning necessitates questionin!l

somebody and seeking reasons necessitates seeking reasons from somebody. Questioning.

seeking reasons. and so on are involved in the comparison and contrast of ideas necessaf)"

to the formation or individually held beliefs. The social suucture ofT.tional discourse

.provides a basis for individual identity insofar as it encourages the questioning of and

searching for the ideas of others that is necessary in the formation ofindividuaJly held

beliefs conSlitUlive: of one's identity

The social structure of emancipator)' discourse is a network of relationships

characterised by a common panisanship toward the oppressed. An educational

environment structured around the five components necessary for emancipatory discourse

• love, faith, humility, hope. and critical thinking. fOSiers an awareness of social structure

itself; panicularly, an ane:otive:ness to power relations and to oppressive practices that may

restrict or limit individual expression and inclusion in the social structure through which

identity is formed. Action is taken to create an egalitarian social structure that is free of



discourse that restricts or limits expression and inclusion. The awareness of social

structure that emancipalor)' discourse fosters and the action that it facilitates enables all

the opponunity 10 determine their individual identity. Insofar as identity formation

involves others. and the social structure ofemancipatory discourse facilitates opponunil~

10 interact with others. the social structure of emancipatory discourse provides a basis for

individual identity formation.

Trnlpora! and spatial Slrugurt: Temporal and spatial structure is the third

characteristic of community that is instanced in virtuous. rational. and emancipatory

discourse in different ways. In each case. temporal and spatial structure affects the

discourse. the discourse community, and the kind and quality of social structure produced

Recall the three components of the social structure of a discourse. Social structure

(a) is derived from agreement. (b) is influenced by the kind and quality of bonds or

attachments. and (c) provides a basis for identity. Below is a discussion of each ofthese

components of social structure and the influences of temporal and spatial structure on

them with respect to vlnUoUs. rational and emancipatory discourse.

3. (a) Temporal and spatial structure influence social structure that is derived
from agreement

Trnlporal and spatial structure affects agreement on discursive expression in each

of vinuous. rational. and emancipatory discourse. Discursive expression gives rise to

social structure because discursive expression guides interaction between individuals

Insofar as temporal and spatial structure affect agreement on discursive ell:pression.. and
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discursive expression guides interaa:ion between individuals. temporal and spatial

structure influences the social structure of the discourse

Consider virtuous discourse. The temporal and spatial structure of vinuous

discourse affects the imponance placed on emain communicative vinues that guide or

organise its social structure. A student and teacher are engaged in discussion both face-to

face and over electronic mail. In the face-to-face discussion. «nain communicative vinues

are agreed implicitly to be imponant - patience. thoughtful and careful listening. and self

imposition ofrestraim while the other speaks. In the discussion over electronic mail.

agreement on the imponance of the communicative vinues is affected by the difference in

temporal and spatial structure. The imponance of patience. listening... and self-resnainl

becomes less. However. the imponance afbe;ng able to convey one'sown concerns in a

way that makes them comprehensible becomes more pronounced in the absence of

gesture. tone. and intonation that help to confirm meaning in face-Io-face silUations These

differences in expression of the communicative vinues mark differences in the interaction

between the student and teacher Insofar as temporal and spatial suucture influences

expression of the communicative vinues. and expression of the communicative vinues

guide interaction between individuals. temporal and spatial structure influences the social

structure of the discourse

The temporal and spatial structure of rational discourse can affect agreement on

the meaning of discourse and the interaction between individuals. For example. order can

affect agreement on the meaning of experiences as they are shaped by language. and thus



can influence how the entire deliberatton proceeds, Onier in language ~lds ofder of

expcriencc because relations exist between linguistic structure and sensed reality (Solway,

1997. p. 7). The rdation between language and experience can be seen II worl::

almost IUtomatically on the simplest levels of ordinary English syntax as a mimetic

reproduction oftile temporal order" of experience. "Next Thursda)' and Friday are

holidays." We seldom hear anyone saying''next Friday and Thursday." Even the

reversal ofthe order of events in the SYSiem of predication.. as in countdown.. can

be understood as a function of tile synta.'ll: offelt experience

countdown simulates the spring effect: compression generating propulsion. The

rocket is propelled upward throug.h the coil and snap of released energy' -+ )·2·1·

O-j·2·) ..... (infinity) is how we syntactically f!~rilmU the event. (Solwa~·. 1997.

p_ 7)

These examples show that order of language carries meaning of experience. Differences in

order can affect the entire proceeds of delibera60n and marl:: differences in the interaction

among individuals. Insofar as temporal and 'PItial structure influences agreement on the

meaning ofdiscourse. and agreement on the meaning of discourse affects interaction

among individuals. temporal and spatial structure influences the socill structure of tilt:

discourse

Temporal and spatial structure ofemancipatory discourse can affect the

arrangements between people that may constitute oppressive social practices. Tom

Calven, a professor at Simon Fraser University, suggests lhat "people who are shy or
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diffident about presenting their ideas in a large class might be more open to gelling into a

discussion in a computer-mediated conference" (Gooderham. 1997. p_ A6). Cah"en's

comment suggests that the intimidation some students may feel in a large class that limits

or restricts discursive exchange may be diminished in a computer-mediated environment

where individuals are separated by distance which oftentimes allows more freedom 10

express ideas. Simon fraser University student. Sean Manin echoes Calven by claiming

lhat communication on the computer "removes some ohhe barriers lhan ifyou were

talking one on onc. Because of the different means of communication. people can express

differenl ideas and be more free" (Gooderham., 1997. p. A6). Calven's and Manin"s

comments imply thai temporal and spatial structure affect how panicipanls engage in

discourse including how much oppressive discursive practices are engaged. Insofar as

temporal and spatiaJ structure influences how panicipants engage in discourse. temporal

and spalial S1f\1cture influences the social stf\lcture of the discourse

3_ (b) Temporal and spatial structure influence social structure Ihat is influenced
by bonds of kinship and affection

Temporal and spatial structure affeclthe dC¥ree to which individuals care. are

concerned. and are connected. which defines the nature and depth of bonds or allachments

within each of vinuous. ralional. and emancipatory discourses. Bonds or attachments

influence discursive activity. anitude. and behaviour constitutive of the social structure of

the discourse. Insofar as temporal and spatial struCture affecl bonds or anachments. and

bonds or anachmenls affect discursive activity. attitude. and behaviour constitutive of
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soci.a.I structure. temporal and spatial suucrure irdluence the social structure OrlM

discourse.

Consides' virtuous discourse. Temporal and spatial Slructure affects the d¥ee to

which indMduals care for. an: concerned about. and are connected 10 other individuals

The influence oftemporal and spatial structure on the Three Cs is apparent in such

cuhural evidence as discursive expressions themselves. Considef" the expressions.

"Absence makes the hean grow fonder'. "Time is the besl: medicine for anger". or "00

nOl say something in the heat ofthc moment that you'll regret'"The first saying illustrates

an awareness ofttle relation between distance and how one feds toward another. the

second relates 10 time and feding. and the third connects lime. how one feels. and

discourse. Temporal and spatial structure can affect how one feels: that is. the degree to

which one cares. is concerned. and is connected. The care one feds for another can

influence the content aftne discourse _ "I caTc for you- - and the fonn of the discourse •

• a warmth in manner of voicc or gesturc_ Insofar as lemporallnd spatial structure can

affect how one feels toward anochcr. the nature and depth orthe bond between

individuals. lefnponaland spalial struClure influence discursive aClivi1y. allilUde. and

behaviour between individuals conSlitulive oflhe: social S1ruClure ofltH: discourse.

The temporal and spatial SIfUCIure of rational discourse affects Ihe degree 10 which

individuals care for. are concerned aboul. and are connecled 10 the search for reasons

which defines Ihe bonds or anachmenlS 10 general lines of action or goals relaled to the

pursui1 of reasons. Consider a "no1 in my backyard" scenario, a public council mee1ing in a
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town considering. proposal for. nuclear wasle dispos.al facility. Those not directl~·

affected by the proposed facility, that is. those distanced in time and spKe. nay care about

the pursuit: ofreasom differently from those fOf" whom the facility is to oc:cupy their

backyard as pan oflheir immediate reality. Different son.s ofreasons may be pursued \\;th

differing; degrees of vigour. Those diSlant from the faciliry rnay consider the potenTial job

opportunity for local residents or the COSI dfcetivenes.s orttle location and communicate

their findings in a presentation at the meeting. Those in the immediate vicinity of the

proposed facility may consider the capability of the available technology 10 deal with

emergencie or the safery of Iransponing hazardous waste through the community and

communicate their findings in a demonStration or. rally. Insofar.5 tempo...1and spalial

SUtlClUre affect how one feels about the pursuit of reasons. and the subsequel'1l bonds or

. altachlnents to li~ of action or goals rdated to the: pursuit of reasons wtUch influence

discursive activities. attitudes. and behaviour between indi~u.ls. temporal and spatial

. structure influence the social structure of the discourse.

The temporal and spatial structure of emancipatory discourse affects the deg.ree to

which indivKluals care for. are concerned about. and are connected to improving the

quality of human life which defines the bonds or attachments to belief in the moral validily

of social rules. Consider lhe responses oftwO individuals 10 images of human suffering

seen daily on the evening television news. One person is moved. another is nOl. The first

person watches the images of human suffering and is moved to become involved. 10

involve olhers. and 10 engage discursively in order to improve the quality of those others'
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lives. She cares. is concerned. and is conneded to those others because. though separated

from them.. she senses having shared time and spKC with those others during the moments

their images were in her living room. AI seeing the same images ofhuman suffering.. the

second person is not moved to improve the quality orthe: others' lives. She is not moved

10 become involved. to involve others.. or to en~ge discursively in arde!" to improve lhe

quality of those others' lives. She does not deeply care. is not deeply concerned. and is nol

c1osel".. connected to those Olhers because. out ofimmediatc lime and space. those OlherS

arc merely images and nOllive people. In either case. the temporal and spatial structure

influences how each feels about improving; the quality of human life which. in IUm.

influences how each becomes involved. involves othen. and engages discursively in

relationship with olherS. Insofar as temporal and spatial structure innuencc:s the degree 10

which individuals cue for. are concerned abouL and are connected to impro..ing the:

quality of human life which influences discursive activities. anitudes. and bdulviour

between them. temporal and spatial Slrueture influences the social structure of tile

discourse

3. (e) Temporal and spatial structure influences social SUUClure lhat provides for
indi\idual idenlily.

Temporal and spatial SlruCiure affect the ability to make and respond to appeals 10

and from others IS sources for objects of self·fiJlfilment which contribules to the onsoin~

fonnation ofindi\idual identity. Chan~es in the abilily to make alld respond to appeals to

and from others affect interaction between individuals constitulive of the social structure
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oflhe discourse.

The temporal and spatial structure of virtuous discourse affect expression oflhe

communicative ....irtues thai facilitates int~ion between indi....iduals and contributes to

Ihe ongoing fonnation of individual identity. Consider communication by electronic mail

that enables a discontinuous and discontiguous discourse out ofimmediatc time and space

The absence ofimmediatc lime and space affects thc ability to express the communicative

virtues. For example, Ihe ability to interpret and translate onc's own concerns and the

concerns of others may be affected in communication whereby those engaged arc

separated in· time and space. Tone. intention. and motivation, interpreted and translated

from discursive infonnation such as intonation. gesture, posture. or eye contact while in

the presence oflhe speaker. may be affected. The intended meaning ofan ironic or

sarcastic statement. for example. may be revealed in intonation. In the absence of

intonation jn communication by electronic mail. irony and sarcasm could easily be

misinterpreted. The absence of "arious sources of discursive information influence the

ability to interpret and translate one' s ov,," concerns and the concerns of others. Insofar as

temporal and spatial structure influences the ability to express the communicative vinues.

and the ability to e:<press the communicative ...inues influences the interaction between

individuals that contributes to the ongoing formation of individual identity. temporal and

spatial structure influences social structure that provides for individual identity

The temporal and spatial structure of rational discourse influence the ability to

reason in the comparison and contrast of the ideas of others_ Comparing and contrasting



ideas is constitutive of the social structure ofthe discourse and conui~tes to Ihe

fonnation of inc!ividually-held beliefs constitutive ofone's identity. Consider Figure I

which illustrates a series discourse and a parallel discourse, analogous to face-Io-face

discourse and discourse over electronic mail. The series discourse (Sequence I) occurs in

immediate time. The parallel discourse (Sequence 2) occurs in asynchronous time

Ii = time; Pj - person j; Sjk = L..lh Slalement by Pj
Sequence I - Series Discourse

II PI: SI!
I! Pi S~( response to SU
I, PI: SI~ response to S21
4 p~: S31 response to both SII_ 511. Sl~

Sequence 2 - Parallel Discourse

tl PI:S 1b: P~:Slb: p..:S.,.,
I~ Pl:S17 response 10 Su.

p.,:S.'7 response to SIb
PI:S I1 response 10 S!f>

Ei£w:tl Series discourse and parallel discourse.

The temporal struClUre of the discourse inl1uences inleraction among individuals. In series

discourse. all are involved in a single conversalion developing oyer lime. There is a linear

progression in the comparison and contrast of ideas. In parallel discourse. as Ihe name

implies. multiple conversalions may occur at any given lime. though Ihe conversations are

markedly different from series discourse because those spoken to may nOI be lislening to

those speaking. Person 2 is responding 10 Person 3 who is not lislening but is responding

to Person I who also is not listening because she is responding 10 Person 2. In parallel

discourse. each panicipant may "pick. and choose" those ideas she wishes to pursue in the
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comparison and contrasl of ideas that contribute to the ongoing formation of her idenlil~·.

Parallel discourse can occur in face-to-face communication. PanicuJarly in a room with

many people, there may be multiple conversations occurring al a given time. those spoken

to may not be listening to those speaking, and each panicipanl may choose from a

multitude ofideas those that she wishes to pursue. The primary difference between series

and parallel discourse is the issue of conversational control. In series discourse. only one

person. the speaker, controls the conversation It any given lime. Whomever is speaking

may of course change the direction of the conversation.. return to a point made earlier. or

be interrupted and relinquish control ofthe conversalion. In series discourse. the

conversational control rests only with one speaker. because only one periOn may speak at

a time. In parallel discourse. panicularly that which occurs in asynchronous time. all ha..'e

access 10 conversational control. As a result. it may become unclear who has control of

tne conversation and in what direction the conversalion is going. Temporal and spalial

suucture affect social structure that provides for individual identity because temporal and

spatial struCiure affect the communicative process of comparing and responding to the

ideas of others Ihat conuibotes 10 the ongoing formal ion of individual identity. Insofar as

temporal and spalial structure influences Ihe abilil)! to compare and contrast the ideas of

others. and comparing and contrasling the ideas ofothers influences the interaction

between individuals that contributes to the fonnation of individual identity. temporal and

spatial structure influences the social structure of the discourse thai provides for individual

identily.
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The temporaJ and spatial structure ofemancipau)lY discourse influences di$CUrsiv~

power reiations and oppressi....e pm:lK:es thai may restrict or limit indi,,'iduaJ expreuion

and indusion in the social srrueture through which MJentity is. in part.. formed. Consider a

graduate student who reads an anicle 1Nrincn by .. university professor and. by electronic

mail. sends him positive comments about the anicle in general. but questions some of his

assumptions. admining she would never be 50 'brazen' in person. Intimidation from the'

power rdation she feels in the professor's presence is eliminated in the absence of

immediate time and space. Out orrus presence. the student is more confident to e:<press

crilici$m and to receive lhe professor's response to her crilicism. Over electronic mail. she

feels free 10 be 'brazen' and 10 engage wilh the professor in a discursive social snuaurc

lhat does nol restrict or limit expression. Because discursive expression is not restricted or

limited.. idemily formed Ihrough discursi ...-eex~n and enpgemcnl is also not

restricted or limited when intimid,lItion in Ihe language and power relation is elimin.Jted in

tne absence of time and space. Insofar as temporal and spatial stl'\lClure influence tne

realisation and nwtifestation orlanguage·power rdations. and language-power relations

influence the inleraction between indh'iduals tt\at conuibules to lhe ongoing fonmttion of

indi..idual identity. temporal and spatial structure influence the social stl'\lClure of the

discourse tt\at provides for indivldual idenlity

I have established thai community is an important educalional goal and related to

importanl eduCitionalgoa1s. Community is important to education because community.
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specifically discourse community, is an end and the means of education. The e.'{amples of

virtuous. rational, and cmancipalOry discourse iUustrated a variety of educational ends and

means. These discourses were also discussed in terms orthe chaTacttri51ics of community

inStanced in each. As [onns of discourse can display a variety of educational ends and

means, and forms of discourse are constitutive of discourse communities. it must be the

case that discourse communities display the same variety of educational ends and means.

Thus. community is an imponant educational :l,[oaJ and related 10 imponant educational

goals.



Chapt~ Four. Distance Education Environments and Educ:atiocW Discourse

This chapteT is guided by the claim lhat community is missin~ from or unrealis.abl~

in dislance education ~nvironments. I will addrcss this claim by considering the question

"How do diSiance education environments affect the expression ofand the nee:! for

educational discourse?" IfdiSiance education environtl'lertts affect educational discourse

lhen it foUows that distance education environments affect edueattonaJ discourse

commumties. because forms ofdiscourse are conslitutive ofdiscourse communities. Fint.

I shall briefly descnbe what 1 mean by distance education envirolUT1CfW.s. Then. I shall

discuss how distance education environments might affect each of the educational

discourses discussed prior: vinuous. rational. and emancipatory discourses.

Distancc educalion cnvironmcnts constitule those educational environments in

which communication is mediatcd technologicall)' between people occupying diffcrcnt

localilies. Distancc education environments arc characterised by Ihe adoplion of

increasingly sophisticaled communications tcclYlologies as such Icchnolo!Pes become

available -'One of1M moll imponant inslruclional dements ofcontemporary distance

education is interaction-' (Kearsley. 1995). and it is this interactive distance education

C'ft\-ironment to which I shall focus my discussion. I will sometimes refer to the traditional

classroom cnvironment as "facc-to-face'-_ and 10 diSlance education environmetlls as

'·screen-Io-screen". The term screen-Io-screen refers 10 communication lechnologies

primarily related to electronic mail. audio-only confercncing. and audio-video
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confatncing, because combinarions ofthcse three technol~es are the dominanl mediums

of communication in today's distance education mvit~ts.

Vinuous DiSCOUrse

Virtuous discourse is characterised by communicative vinues that are situational

Situation or context is in pan defined by medium of communication. Distance education

environments affect virtuous discourse insofar as distance education environments affecl

the expression of the communicative vinues.

Considct- a few of the communicath..c \.inues in the context of distance education

environments. Patience is the capacity foc ca.lm selC-possessed waiting.. and. in discourse.

involves waiting for another 10 think and aniculate h~ thoughts. In screen-to-screen

environments such as audio-video conferencin£.. one expresses patience as one would

when face-to-face. ~ause waiting in immediate time is common to both environments

However. tpough communication occurs in immediate time. patience is affected by audio-

only environments because visual cues lhat indicate lhe Other is thinking and about to

speak are absent. One must rely solely upon auditory cues which may need to be as oven

as. ··Wait. I'm thinking_~ In asynchronous screen-IO-Kreen environmenlS such as

communication by electronic mail. patience is e;~presscd insofar as one wailS for the other

to think and respond. bUI it is a separate or autonomous patience because the individual is

detached from tnc other. The one expressing patience knows not if she is wailing for the

other 10 think and aniculate her thoughls. or if she is waiting for the other to ch~k her

mail or finish responding to someone clsc. or if she may be waiting indefinitety because the
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other is away on holjday or simply does not wish 10 respond. One must express p,Iolience

separate from the Ofher not knowing what one is waiting for. Distance education

environments affec:1 expression Oflhe communicativf: virtue. patienc~ and $0 affect

vinuousdi.scoune.

Considc'r anolher communicalive vinue. respect fOt" diff~c:nces. Respecl is prizing

those human dimensions that make individuals diverse and woricing hard to undcBland

those different from oneself(Egan.. 1994, p. 53). Differences include those related to race.

gender. age. and physical ability, as well as personality. idiosyncratic behaviour. anilude.

and belief Distance education environmenls affect respect for diffeunce5 insofar as

distance educalion environments affect the experience of differences themselves that arc ICl

be prized and undernood. Differences are often communicaled quickly and implicilly in

face·lo-face environments. However. in screen-tG-screen environments SlJch as

communication by electronic mail. differences can be ellpressed only CTUdely and ~wly

Ihrough Icxtual description - for enmple. -I am as-foot JO-)'ear-old Black woman:'

This difference in experience affects how one is able 10 prize and understandt~

different from onesel( Thoug.h I am cognisant lhat the: woman is Black and s-root tall. I

cannot see the blackness orher skin or that she $lands to thc: level or my chin_ I understand

even these simple human dimensions differently than when in her presence. because the

sensual wholeness ortltat which makes her different is affected when mediated

technologically

Understanding differences or personality. idiosyncratic behaviour. attitude and
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belief is abo affected in screen-to-screen environments.. because sometimes undef'Slandi~

subtle differences requires a com.iBJity or repetition ofexperience. Ifone were: to enga~e

regularly and frequently in audio-video conferencing with another. some differences

nevenheless would simply not be experienced - how close someone stands and how much

an individual touches during colwersa,tion. the nuaJX%$ of an embrace in greeting and

farewell, and whether. person smells like flowers., cigarettes. or garlic. Distance education

environments affect respect for differences insofar as technologically mediated

communication affect the experience of differences lhal are 10 be prized and understood.

Consider the communicative virtue. thoughtful and attentive listening. Listening

refers to the ability to capture and understand the messages individuals communicate.

whether these messages are transmitted verbally or non·\'crbally. clearly or ....aguely (E£an.

1997. p_ 90). Individuals communicate m6S3ges using vetbaI descriptions of e.~pe1icnccs.

behaviour. and affect. and non-vernal bodily behaviour. facial expression. ~·rclatcd

behaviour, physiological responses. physical charaetmstics. and genen.1 appeara~

(Egan. 1994. p. 95). Distance ~ucation environments affect the communicative vinue.

listening... insofar as distance ~uCltion environments lIffect the ability to capture and

undersland these vtrbal and non-verbal messages. In screen-Io-screen environments such

as communica.tion by electronic mail.liSlening is simply irrelevanl. No messages are

communicat~ verballl! or non-verbally. only textually. III audi(H)nly environments.

listening is also affected. Though one may be able to caplUre and understand the content

of messages transmin~ verbally. as well as thaI part of the message transmitt~ in the
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lone. volume, or intonation of voice. the non-vetbal is absent. For example. one may nOl

be able to capture or understand irony or sarcasm ifone cannot see the speaker who belies

the literal meaning ofher words with a twinkle in her eye or a sardonic smile. In audio

video environments. one captures and understands vernal and non-verbal messages

vinually as one would when face-Io-face because one is able 10 hear Ihe verbal and see rhe

non-verbal. But even here. capturing and understanding nuances of the message.

panicularly those communicated physically. may be affected. The emphasis when a

speaker points and silakes her finger. Ol" the intimacy when a speaker leans forward 10

share a secret. is affected by the separation in distance between the speaker and the

listener. Distance education environments affect the ability to listen insofar as distance

education environments affect the ability 10 capture and understand both the verbal and

non-verbal messages individuals communicate.

Consider another communicative virtue similarly affected by distance education

environments, the ability to convey one"s concerns in a way that makes them

comprehensible to others. Conveying orone's concerns involve verbal and non-verbal

communication. Distance education environments affect the ability to interpret and

translate one"s concerns in a way that makes them comprehensible to others insofar as

distance education environments affect the ability to communicate such concerns vemall)'

and non-verbally. In asynchronous scrcen-to·screen environments such as communication

by electronic mail. one can communicate concerns only textually_ Non-verbal

communiCition is simply not relevant, and, as a result, aspects of the concern such as
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urgency or excitement may be aleered or even 10$1 in the trmtSlation. A high dep-ee of

textual competence is necessary. In audio-only environments.. one may communicate

voice-rdatecl behaviour suc.h as tone, volume., or inlonation; however. one cannot

communicate aspects of1he concern through bodily behaviour. facial expression.

physiological responses. physical characteristics. or general appearance. A smile. a tear. or

a blush cannot be communicated in such environments. In audio-video environments. onC'

can communicate orally and visually with anotIwI" in much the same way as face-to-face

But even hen. upects of commu.nicatioot~ed by touch are 1051 - I wlnn embrace

or a co~ing hug - and lOme conams seem simply more appropriatdy shared in the

presence and company oflhe other - the death of. loved one or the binh of. child. or. in

educalioo. '''alking out" a diffiC'tl1t problem or the "Eureka!" of discovery and

.underslanding. Insofar as distance education environments affect the abilily to

communicate one"s concerns verbally and non9verbally. distance tducation environments

affect the abililY 10 inteTlJret and translate one's concerns in a way that maJ,:es them

comprehensible to others.

Laslly. consider- the communicative vinue. self-imposition of resmtinl so that

others may have a tum to speak. Self.impositKJn of restraint implies a sense of timing and

awueness in understanding the order- and inclusion oftum.takJng. In asynchronous

screen-to-screen environments. self.imposition of restraint is irrelevant because

asynchronous time delineates no order in tum-taking. One may interject a comment at any

time and simultaneously with any number of others. In immediate time scrcen·lo-screen
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en~rorunents. turlHaJring operates in much the same way as in face-to-face environments

because linearity of lime imposes an order on converution. Only one penon may take a

rum speaking at a time which to a degree imposes self·restraint on othcn_ However. in

screen-IO--screef1 environments where panicipanls cannot see one another. Il1ere is. risk of

e.'lCclusion that may deny ev~onea tum 10 speak. In face-to-face environmenl5. it is

comparatively easy to recognise those who are not speaking and grant those a tum simply

by saying. for c:u.mple. ". . and so. what do you think?", But when one cannot sec all

panicipants. lhere is a risk Ihal less gregarious persons may become absent from !he

conversation because, out of sight. they are nol recognised as not contributing. Distance

education environmenlS affect self-imposition of restraint so others may have a tum to

speak insofar.JS distance education environmefllS affect order and inclusion in fum-laking

Ra,jonai Di5CO!J[g

Ralional discourse is characterised as being. reasonable. reflecl:ivc. and focussed In

order to engage in rational diSCOl.lrse. one needs boI:h abilities and dispositions. 'The

abirilies include lhose required to interact effectively with other people. 10 judge the

soundness of information and inferences drawn from informalion.. 10 produce credibk

information and inferences. and to maintain clarity. Distance educalion environmenl5

affect the realisallon ofthcsc abilities and thus affect the abilily to engage in ralionaJ

discourse.

Consider the abilities required to engage in effective interaclion with olher people

that requires one 10 employ communicalivc Slratcgies and tactics to: a) keep discourse
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focussed. b) commmicate cohm:ntIy. and c) rucive eommunicatron from olhcn

irndligibly. FtrSI:. keeping discourse focussed irwol...es managing lhe progression ofthe'

conversation. One might: inlerT\lpt at appropriate times with words, facial expression. or

gesture to make an imponant point or to detrace from a digression: recall an imponanl

poinr made previously; make appropriate Iransitions from one topic 10 anolher~ or. provide

an Igenda. In immediate time scteen.to-screen environments. the pro~essionof discourse

occun in much the same way as in face-to-face env;ronme'lls because on1~ of discourse

is imposed by linearity of time. However. in asynchronous screen-to-screen cn\;ronmcnIS

such as communication by dccIronic mail order is aff'ceted by discontiroous time. All may

communicate ., once• .iI muhitude of convenalions can occur simultaneously. As a rnuh.

it may become unclear as 10 who has control orlhc conversation and in what direction the

conversation is going. Keeping discourse focussed. which involves managing. the

prog.ressiOfi ofa converSation. may become difficuh. Second. 10 communicate coherently.

one utilises language, bodily behaviour. facial expressions. voice-related behaviour. and

general appearance. For ex.ample. in a face-IO-facc interview. one might try 10

communicate confidence and competence through one's words. poSlure, eyes. tone. and

dress. In 5CTeen 10 screen environments such as communication by elecHonic mail. one is

reliant upon one's written ability as the sole means of communication. The wriUm word

communicates differently from the spoken word. Although ''Writing separates and extends

the visual power of words, it is comparatively crude and slow Ito the spoken word]

Many a page of prose and many a narrative have been devoted 10 expressing what was. in
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effect. .. sob," moan. a laugh. or. pien:in§ saam" (McL.uhan.. 1964, p. 79). The \"-nnm

word spells OUt in sequence what is quick and implicit in the spoken word. Dislance

education mv;ronments that affect the speed and implicitness of spoken expression affect

the relative coherence of communication. Lastly. receiving communication from olhers

inlcUigibly involves interpreting the context orlhe discourse. In audio.video screen-tO

screen environments. the vast rcality in which the discourse occurs is framed by the area of

the SCTeen. which sometimes cannot C2ptUfc this reality accurately. Langu.agc that anempcs

to funher describe the contcxt.. though "'it extends and amplifies II'Wl (sic).. . also di'l.'idcs

his facullics. His eoUearve consciousness or imuitive awareness is dimini$hed by this

technical extension of consciousness that is speech" (McLuhan. 1964. p. ~). Limited by

language. hearing., ~Ilove you", for example. simply may nol encapsulate the sentiment

the other anempls to communicate. The intelligibility of others' communication Ihat is

Technologically restricted to and by language in distance education environments may be

affected if isolated from the context of the discourse. Distance education environments

affect the ability to engage in effective interaction with other people insofar as distance

education environments affect the abilities 10 keep discourse focussed. to communicate

coherenlly. and to receh'e communicazion from othen intelligibl)'.

A second ability required to engage in rational discourse is the ability 10 judge lhe

soundness of infonn&lion and inferences drawn from information. Making sound

judgements constitutes the assessing of reasons and their ability to warTlnl beliefs. claims.

and actions. It requires a grasp offield-specific criteria. and a ~raJ urwterSlanding oflhe
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nature ofreuons, warrant. and juSlifiation as these notions function acfOS5 specific: fields

Distance education environmmts affect tbe ability 10 malce sound judgements insofar as

such environments can affect one's grasp of the specific field upon which one applies

general principles of reason. warrant. and justifiCition. For example. Richard Sobennan. a

Iransponation planner and professor of civil engineering at University of Toronto.

observed that computers often aJfect his students' ability to make soundjud~ts

(Gooderham.. 1997).

Last year a test required (Rem to design a ramp for a bridge thai would travel the

Western gap, the shipping channel. between doW'l'ttown Toronto and the islands to

rhe soulh. The COITeCI length ofthe ramp was 240 metres. but Dr. Soberman was

shocked when sl:Udenls submiued answers making il everywhere from 24 metres to

24 kjlomelres long. [Dr. Soberman commented,] ''With computers. you lose a

cenain amount of feel for the magnitude of something."' (Gooderham. 1997. p_ AS)

The lechnologically medialed field caused some students to ··Iose touch·' with the

magnitude or scope ofreaJity. For some students. informalion and inferences drawn from

the abstract pt"oblem presented on the computer screen WAS not transferred to the real

problem in Toronto. Diganee educalion environments affea the ability 10 make sound

judgements insofar as distance education environmenls affect one's grasp of specific fields

in the real world from which information is drawn and inferences are founded.

A third ability required 10 engage in rational discourse is the ability 10 produce

credible information and inferences. Information and inferences are drawn from the real
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world and persons. Distance cduc.arion environmenu affect the ability to produce credible

infonnation and inferences insofar as distance education tnvirortmeflts are removed nom

[he real world and persons from whence information is drawn and inferences are made. In

screen·lo-screcn environments. one produces information and inferences about the reaJ

world while removed from it. Technology that mediates the real world acts as a lens of

sons through which one sees the real world. This lens may diston one's Pft"ception ofthe'

world and thus the ability 10 produce crediMe information and inferences about it.

Consider again SobemwI"s 5l:udents who designed 24 metre and 24 kilometre ramps for a

bridge thai SpUlS the Western Gap! For some students. the lechnolo!Dcal1y mediated

problem remained abstract and detached from reality and not the physical problem of

designing a link between Toronto and [he islands 10 the south. Students produced

infonnation and made inferences that remained isolated in the technologically mediated

world presented on Ihe screen and did nOllransfer their findings to their immediate

e:l(perienc:e of the real world. Insofar as distance edual1ton environments are removed

from ofd)e real work! and pcl"sons. distance education environments may aft"ectlhe ability

to produce credible informatton and inferences about the work! and persons

The last ability necessary to engaye in falKmaI discouBe is the ability 10 maintain

clarity about which questions are being asked, what usumplions ate being made. what

panicular infonnation means. and what decision is being reached. Distance education

environments affect lhe ability co maintain clarity insofar as distance education

environments affect the ability to orj;anise discourse. and increue the need for
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competence in uanslating specific 6ekis ofmermce. In face-t~r.ce environments. the

organisation ofdiscowse is in pan defined by the linearity ortime. Only one point may be

made at • given time by a particular person and so discourse develops in • linear

progression. Linearity of discourse facilitates clarity because the org.nisalional

development ofeach utterance as imposed by lime is clear. In asynchronous screen·lo

screen environmenu such as communication by electronic mail mainlainin~ clarity may

become more difficult. Any individual may communicate a mes.s&!-c al any lime in

response 10 any message sent prior. Conceivably. discourse can develop exponent~lIy.

Exponential discourse can blur clarity because • message may evolve from any

combination of messages before. the OflW'isalional combination of which is known only 10

the speaker. Distance education environments also affect the ability 10 maintain clarity

. insofar as distance education environments increase the need for competence in translating

spedfic fields. Persons communicaling in distance education environments are separated

ITom the specific fields to which they refer in discourse. E41ch speaker is separated in lime

and space lTom the realily of the Olher which is the conlext of the ()(m"s discourse

DiStance education cl\;ronmems incruse the need for competence in transL1lling specifJC

fields because it is within the contexl ofthesc fields tnat questions arc asked. and

assumptions and information arc dnlwn. Distance education environments affect the ability

to maintain clarity insofar as distance education environments affect the ability to organise

discourse. and increase the necessity for accurate translation of the real siluations in which

questions. assumptions. and information exist
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EI!W!CiQilOf)' [)iIC9!JDC

Emancipatory discourse is characterised by • pani5&Mhip toward the oppressed

There are five requirements necessary to engage in emancipalOlY diSCOUl'W: love. humility.

faith. hope and crirical thinking. Distance education environments affea en~gemeTlI in

emancipatory discourse insofar as distance education environmml:s affect the realisation of

these requirements necessary to engage in emancipatory discoufSC. Consider each in the

conte"l of distance education environments.

First, emancipatory discourse requires love for the world and for persons thaI

denies subordination of agency and interests. Distance education environments affect love

that denies subordination of agency and interescs insofar as distance education

environments affect the perception ofthc other and the interests ofthe' other. For example.

Michael Rennick

gives homeless persons disposable cameras for a day and allows them 10 shoQ(

whal~ photographs 'he)" deem to be imponant and wonhy:- Then he posts

these photographs onlO the Web site (entitled~J along with an

interview with each homeless pholographeT .... (BUI) one of Rennic"'s

resen...attons about the sile is lhat it "sanitizes and deans up homelessness" because

the technology gets in Ihe way of really unduslandinK the conditton [He

addsj''bul al least il allows the homeless 10 have a voice and an opponunity 10

connecl and communicate with others:" ("Vagrant Gaze." 1998)

Though this project gives exposure to a group previously silent. as Rennick observes. the
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agency and interesu of the group have been altered by the very technolog that gntIIlS

them a voice. The homeless condition is altered. it is wUlised and dansed. view~of

the Web site who become anlched 10 the images they sec will engage in discourse and

possibly take action based upon a technologically altered version of the homeless

experience. In this case. technology may in fact c:onnibutc 10 rendering the individual's

agency and interests vulnerable 10 continued or redirected subordination. Distance

education envirOfWTlCntS affect the ability to love thai: denies subOl"dinalion ofJlgency and

interest insofM as technology affects perceplton ofthe other and the imCUSls ofttle other

Emancipatory discourse requires humility. Humility is freedom ofpride and

arrogance. a modesty of spirit and abili'ly 10 view others and oneself realiSlK:a1Jy. Humility

is affected by distance education en\ironmcnlS insofar as distance education environments

affect how one views others and oneself. Recall the~ graduate student who

overcame intimidation by communicating. with. professor over e1ecuonic mail When

face-Io-face. the studenl ..iewed herselfin a subordinale role 10 Ihe professor. She

perceived the professor mighl lack humilil)·. that he might project ignorance onto her.

regard himselfdifferent from her. regard discourse as an activilY for an e1ile of which she

was not part. or be closed to her conlributlons and alTaid himsdfofbeing displaced Over

electronic mail however. in the absence of immediate time and space. the studenl ...;ewed

herself as~ enough to overcome her perception and 10 communicale freely and

openly wilh the professor about an article he had wrllten. The professor displaced the

student's fear by responding positively and the perceived pcwer structure diminished
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lUusuuive in chis example. distance cdueation mWonrnems affect I10w one "iews oneself

and others and so urea how one is able to ra.lise humility ncc::essat)' 10 eng.a£.c in

em&tIcipalory discourse.

Emancip.alory discourse requires faith in penons' abiliry to engage in discourse

itself and in persons' ability 10 create and nansform IhtougJI discourse. EmancipalOl1'

discourse also requires hope that discourse can in fact lead 10 eliminating oppressive social

practices. In shon. cmancipatory discourse requires faith in the ability of persons 10

change. and hope in the ability of discourse 10 be a vehicle for change in persons. Consider

again. Michael Rennick's Web site project.~.The technology oflhc Web sile

gives the home~a voice. but does not. as Rennick implied. necessarily grant them,an

opponunity 10 connect and communicate with others leading to transfonnation through

discourse and the elimination of oppressive social practices. Connection and

communication imply a mutuality. at the lent a common awareness ofthe conneclkJn and

communication between those so engaged. Though Rlennick's homeless may succeed in

connecling and communicaling to others. they may not necessarily experience an

affirmation of their connection and communicalion because those lhey speak to Jlre Jlbsenl.

separ.ued by distance. )flhey continue 10 hear silence. despite hJlving found Iheir voice.

faith in their own and others' Ibilily 10 engage in discourse and fO create and transform

through discourse may diminish. as may hope in Ihe Ibilif)' of discourse to eliminlle

oppressive practices. SeparJlled by distance. there mlY be little opponunily for affirmation

that engaging in discourse has made a difference. DistJlI\Ce education environments .ffecl
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faith in persons and hope in discourse insofar as distance education environmems affect

affinnations ofthe abilities ofpe:rsons and discourse thaI in tum contribute to cOnlinued

discourse aimed at eliminating oppressive social practices.

Emancip.tory discourse requires critical thinking in the assessment of oppressive

social practices in the world and persons and in detennining action to be taken thaI win

transfonn realities ofoppression inlO those that contribute to the humanisation of persons

Distance education environments affect critical thinking in the assessment of oppressive

social practices and in determining action toward eliminating such practices insofar as

distance education environments affect the perception of realities of oppression

themselves. Once again. consider the Web Silc.~. lis creator. Michael

Rennick. observed thai technology gets in the way of really understanding homelessness

("Vagrant Gau:" 1998). According to Rcnnick. tcchnology sanitiscd homclessness.

induding the day.to-day hopelessncss that constitutes it as a reality of oppression

Critically thinking on this \'crsion ofthc condition may affcct one's assessment of and the

action to be takcn toward climinating it. One might assess homclcssncss on its face as an

economic condition. the climination of which would cntail economic suppan in the

provision of shelter. food. medicine. and so on. This would be a good stan. But from only

a surface vicw in Rennick's Web sitc pictures, perceiving and assessing. the "'beneath the

surfacc" reality of homclcssness as a social and psychological condition may be more

difficult. Without action takcn toward eliminating these aspects of homclessness. tOe

reality of the oppressive hopelcssness charactcristic ofthosc homeless is not addressed and
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thus may be likely to cominue and so too the condition itself ofhomdessness. lmofar as

distMK:e ecIueatton environments affect the perception of rea.lities ofoppression.. diStance

education environments affect the ability to think critically when assessing and determining

action toward diminaling oppressive socio1.l practices.

DiStanCe education enviroNnen!s affect the expression of and [he need for

educational discourse insofar a5 distance edUC&lton environmenls affect the specific

requirements and abilities necessary 10 engage in educational discourse. Distance

education environments lhal affect educatiotW discourse affect educational discour~

communities., because forms of discourse arc constitutive of discourse communities. The

next and last chapter will consider the educational relevance and imponancc thai effects of

distance eduCition environments have on discourse communities.
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Chapter Five: Discussion and Conclusions

The purpose of this thesis was to create a case fOf" the concern lhat aspects of

community important to education aTe missing or unrealisable in diSlancc education

environments. After defining "community"', a ca.se .....as made for communities as being.

imponant to education, particularly. communities of discourse. Communities of discourse

are imponant to education. because. in shon. communities ofdiscourse are lite ends and

means of education. A variety of these ends and means were illustrated through

descriptions ofthrec education discourse communities. In the previous chapter. distance

education environments were discussed in terms ofthcir effeQs on the expression orand

need for educational discourse. Such effects have implications fOl" educational discourse

.communities beausc the fOfTl'ls that discourse takes .rc.~ constitutive of discourse

communities

In this fifth and final chapter. I shall summarise the hypothesised effects ofdiSiance

education environments on educational discourse. Then. I shall discuss what. if any. of

these hypothesised effectS should matter to educators. In terms of discourse and discourse

communities. what are the valuable and detrimental dfeclS ofdiSlance education

en...ironmenls on educatton? I shall end my discussion with some thoughts on the

philosophical and practical ramifications of this discus.sion and some suggestions for

furthersludy

The next few paragraphs provide a summary oflhe hypothesised effects of
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distIIIU education environments discussed in the founh chapter. First. it can be said thai

cenain requirements and aspects ofdiscourse are time4eprndent and are nwie more

difficult or in some cases deemed itTdevant in asynchronous dislance education

environments. For example.. requirements for rationaJ discourse such as effective

interaction to keep discourse focussed and maintaining clarity are made more difficult

when not conducted in realtilM because focussednes.s and clarity arc facilitated by real

lime. insofltr as the linearity of real time imposes an order or linear progression upon the

discourse. Other aspects of discourse become irrelevant in asynchronous distance

education envkonmenls because the element oftime that orders the back and fonh verbal

exchang.e is irrelevant. Communkativc vinues such as patience. listening.. and self

imposition of restraint become obsolete. Patience and listening over time while the other

~ab. and practising restraint in allowing. oroy one penon to .speak al a given lime

become irrelevant in communication by electronic lMil. for example. where all may speak

simultaneously

Other requimncnts and aspects of discourse utilise both verbal and non·verb.J1

communication to aniculate and respond to the world and persons. These rcquiremen15

and aspects ofdiscourse are made moJ"C difficuh in distance education environments

insofar as technologically mediated discourse affects the ability to utilise verba.l and non

verbal communication. For example. communicative vinues such as the ability to interpret

and translate one's concerns in a way that makes them comprehensible to others is made

more difficult in distance education environments that restrict communication to text only.
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The ability to interpret and translate one's concerns verbaJly and non-verbally is affected.

because one cannOt utilise volume and intonation ofvoice, bodily behaviour. facial

expression, and general appearance to convey one's concerns. Similarly. rational discourse

that requires one to interact effectively in order to communicate coherently is also

affected. Verbal and non-verbal communication utilised 10 interact effectively becomes

obsolete in text-only distance education environments. Communication in such

environments is highly dependent on textual competence. II is true that other distance

education environments can more or less accommodate verbal and non-verbal

communication because panicipants can hear and see each other. but even in these

environments. some verbal and non-verbal communication may be affected. panicularl;.

communication by touch

Lastly. discourse involves communication about the world and persons and is

made more difficult in diSlance education environments insofar as distance education

environments affect the perception of the world and persons. For example. in vinuO\ls

discourse. respect for differences may be affected in technologically mediated discourse

because differences themselves may be perceived differently insofar as the ability to

become aware ofdifferences through one's visual. aural. and tactile senses is restricted In

rational discourse. the ability to judge the soundness of information and inferences drawn

from information may be affected in distance education environments insofar as such

environments can affect one's g.rasp of specific fields in the real world from which

infonnation is drawn and inferences are founded. Information and inferences drawn from
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concrete problem in the r~ world. Distance education environments that affect the

perception ofthe world and persons have potentially faT-reaching effects for cmancipato~'

discourse because diSl&n(:e education environments may affect the perception of

oppressive social practices. themselves. that cmancipatOf)' discourse aims to assess and

eliminate. Distance eduQtion environments may also affect the requirements necessal'~" for

enga¢ng in cmancipalory discourse. For example. emancipatOf)' discourse that requires

love for another in such a way that denies subo«1ination of agency and interests is made

more difficult in distance education environments that affect the perception of the Other

and the interests of the other. Similarly. emancipatory discourse that requires humility is

made more difficult in diSlance education environments thaI affect how one ...·iews others

and oneself.

To summarise to this point. there are three hypothesised effects of distance

education environments on educational discourse. Firsl. distance education en....ironments

affect those requirements and aspects of discourse that are timc-dependenl. Second.

distance education environments affect those requirements and aspeas of discourse thai

utilise ....erbal and non-verb&! communication. And finally. distance education environmerllS

affect discourse because distance education environments affect the perception of the

world and persons about which we engage in discourse.

Having considered the effects of distance education environments on discourse.

what, if any, of these effects should maliC!" to educators? The sort of effects that should
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matter to educatDfS are those related to the ends and means of educatK»n. Consider lhe

ends and means of education as they were discussed in Ctulpter Three. outlined as

justifications for engaging in educatiorW discourse. The hypothesised effects of distance

education environments on the ends and means of education arc:

I) Distance education environments affect the educational end sho"ing respect
for persons;

2) Distance education envirorwems affect democratic living:

3) Disunc:e education environments affect the attaining ofvatuable goods:

4) Distance education environments affect the ability to be self-sufficient:

S) Distance education environments affect initiation of students into tne rational
traditions:

6) Distance education environments affect reciprocity in learning from the
exchange of ideas; and.

7) Distance education environments affect the production of self-knowledge

First. distance education environments affect the educational end snowing respect

for persons. Vinuous. rational. and enu.ncipalol')' discourses comribtne 10 this end.

Specifically. lime-depenclent communicalive Yinues of patience.. self-imposition of

restraint. and liSlenin~ contribute 10 rcspcc1in~ lhe student's righl to hve and express her

unique feelings. thoughts. and beliefs. Asynchronous dislance cduc.ation environments that

deem patience. liSlcning and resuaint irrelevanl. do nol facilitale respect for students as

persons through such Yinuous practice. In rational discourse. Ihe ability 10 interaci

effcctively contributes 10 respecting the student's right to question. challenge. and seek
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reasons. explanations.,.and justificarion. Asynchronous distance educal;on cn"ironmems

that affect focussedness and clarity of interaction thai is ordered by the linearity ofreal

time make more difficult the ability to question. challenge, and seek reasons. explanation.

and justification. and so do not facilitate respect for students' right 10 do so. Emancipatol)'

discourse that TC<juircs an awareness ofoneselfand others contributcs to respect for

students' right 10 have equal opportunity 10 engage in discourse. Distance education

environments that affect how one views oneself and others may not facililau: respect f(W

students as persons insofu IS such environments affect the percqxion ofeqWllily when

engaging in discourse.

Distance education environments alrea democratic living. Rational and

emancipator)' discourse constitute requirements for democratic living. Rational discourse

fosters the ability 10 make sound judgements on informalion and inferences drawn from

informatiol). which is required 10 be critical and consenting citizens of democratic living

Distance education envirolUT'lents that limit ooc's grasp of specific fields from which

information is drawn and inferences are founded do not contribute to democratic living

throu~ the making or sound jud~ements_ Ermncipatory discourse contributes 10

democncy because emancipatOr)' discourse encounges in students the assessment of

interests underlying differences and lhe elimination of social practices embodying those

interests nol compatible with democratic living. Distance education environments that

affect the perception of oppressive social practices that emancipatory discourse aims to

assess and diminate may OOt contribute. and may even subvert, democratic living
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0iSW1Ce education environments affect the attaining ofva!uable goods. Vinuous

discOl.lDe is a means of .Raining valuable goods. The ability 10 imeqnt and translate

concerns in a way that makes them comprehensible 10 others facilitates communi<:Oativc

expression orand response 10 appeals 10 CKhers.. wtich is the means ofanaining epiSiemic

and Olher goods achievable communicatively. Both verbal and non-verbal communication

is utilised to increase clarity of expression in appealing to teachers and students for

cpistemic goods. Distance education environments lUI restrict verbal and non-verbal

communication hinder the interpretation and translation of concerns. and do nOI facilitate

lhe attainment ofgoods achievable communicatively

DisuUlcc education environments affect the Ibility to be self-sufficient. Rational

discourse is an end ofeducaTion in the sense that enpging in rational discourse in pan

.constitutes selr·sufficiency. which is a goal of education. Self.sufficiency requires

reasorring independently 10 conclusions about what l() believe and decisions about what 10

do. Making sound judgements is required to reason properly that is necessary for sdr·

sufficiency. DiSiance education environments that affea the ability to make sound

judJ:!.ements insofar as such environments affect one's yrasp or specific fields !Tom which

inronnation is drawn and inrerences are founded. affect the ability to be selr-sufficienl

Distance education environments affecl initiation or students into the rational

traditions. The rational discourse tradition is in pan constitutive or initiation into the

rational traditions. which is a goal of education. All requirements or rational discourse

constitute in pan lhe rationa! traditions. The ability TO interaCt effectively and to make
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sound judgements are requirements of rational discourse and, as discussed above. may'M'

affected by distance education environments. Distance education en"ironmenlS that affect

the requirements of rational discourse affect initiation into the rational traditions

Distance education environments affect reciprocity in learning from the exchange

of ideas. Emancipatory discourse is a means of contributing to reciprocity_ Learning

occurs from an exchange of ideas. Emancipatory discourse fosters learning through mutual

exchange ofexperiences and ideas by aiming to eliminate oppressive social practices that

restrict or limit the mutuality of exchange. Distance education environments that affect the

perception of oppressive social practices that emancipatory discourse aims 10 assess and

eliminate affect learning from the reciprocal cltchange of ideas.

Distance education environments affect the production of self.knowledge

Emancipatory discourse is a means of contributing to the production of self-knowledge.

because ernancipatory discourse aims to foster relations free of oppression that may

restrict or limit the process of interaction that leads to self.knowledge. Distance education

en..ironments that affect the perception of oppressive practices and relations affect the

process ofinteraetion that is the means of gaining self-knowledge.

In these final few paragraphs. I would like to consider briefly some of the

ramifications. both practical and philosophical, for community as the means and an end of

education in the context ofthe trend toward distance education environments. Practically

speaking. community as the means and an end of education has significant ramifications

for the !rend toward distance education environments and suggests several areas of future
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research.

Mm. we need to inveslip.lc Wl.ys ofma.'Cimising the realisation of communil)".

panicu1atty in distance education emironments. Since community has been shol4Tl to have'

educational value as both d1e means and an end of education. such research conSlilutes an

important aspect ofbringjng community into the education experience'. Some excellent

research b)', for example. Noddings (1992) and Martin (1992) has been done. The effort

could be expanded.

Second. we need to investigare further the eH"ecls of distance education

environments on education and panicularly on communilies of discourse important to

educalion. The ncnd loward distance education is being pursued without a clear

underslanding of its effects. Such research conslilUles a responsibility we ha~'e as

educators 10 be aware of and promote educational lechniques and lechnolog.ies lhat beSt

facilitate our cducationaf goals

Finally. the consuuet of community should pro~'e useful in lhe e-.·aluation of

distance education environments OiSlance educatton environmenls unable 10 realise the

desirable goal of communit~·might be abandoned or supplemented by education

en\;ronments Ihal could Dislance education en\;ron~t$able to realise this goal of

community might be sought OUI and studied for their effect on other desirable goals.

Philosophically speaking. the g.oal of community also has interesting ramifications.

The goal of community could serve to open questions concerning the aims of education.

What is the lcind of community inlo which we wish 10 initiate our young people? What
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son of individual is it that we wish to develop? And. what is the role and responsibility of

education in the development oflhis individual? What son of social group is il thai we

wish to (re)producc? And. what is the role and responsibility of education in the

reproduction OrlNS social group? These questions mark a return to normative philosophy

of education.. to questions concerning the aims of education which do not altTact Ihe

interest philosophen; of education traditiorWly have paid them (Siegel. 1980, p_ 20)

The precise effects of distance education environments on educational discourse

arc not entirely clear. but one can be cenain that distance education environments do

affect discourse. and thus affect discourse communities. because forms of discourse are

constilUlive ofdiscourse communities. Thai distance education environments snould affect

discourse communities is clearly cause for concern ~ause discourse communilies are the

ends and the means ofeducation. Insofar as di5(ance education environments affect

discourse communities. and discourse communilies are the ends and means of education.

distance education environments affect the ends and means of education. We need to

continue dialogue on communilY. on precisely Ike kind ofcommunity into which we wish

to admit our young people and on how il is thai we wish to admil them. Then. we need to

assess educational technology to detennine ils ability to serve these objectives. while being

ever cognisant and vigilant not to compromise those same objectives in order 10 serve

technology
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